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A VALON MILL 

MORE CHANGES IN THE WORKS 

The response to Vol. 10, No. 5 of the 
GENERAL has been the heaviest we've ever 
received. It would be nice to report that 
feedback as 100% favorable-nice but not 
true. "ANZIO-Portrait of a Game" has 
elicited as much controversy as anything 
we've ever published. If nothing else it has 
decided our course of action for the 
GENERAL i n  future months. 

The main objection to the issue was, of 
course, the large percentage of the 
magazine devoted toANZIO-a discontinued 
game which many did not have or could 
expect to obtain. This, in effect, limited the 
issue to articles on just 4 games and those 
readers without the games i n  question were 
obviously dissatisfied. Yet, there's a bright 
side to every problem. Those who had the 
game were generous wi th their praise of the 
"in-depth" approach of the new feature 
article premise. So, in an attempt to "have 
our cake and eat it too" we've decided to  go 
ahead with plans for increasing the 
GENERAL to  34 pages. This way we can 
continue to  offer detailed features while still 
providing the variety which the GENERAL 
has always been noted for. "Something for 
everybody" wi l l  be the slogan for 1974. 

Despite all the fuss, Tom Oleson's ex- 
travaganza "ANZ10-Portrait of a Game" 
ran away with 'best of issue' honorssetting a 
new record for points scored i n  our 600 point 
maximum scoring system whereby 200 ran- 
dom responses are scored, giving 3 points 
for each I st place vote, 2 for 2nd, and 1 for 
3rd. However, the issue itself-bogged down 
by 9's and 10's from the ANZIO haters drew 
only a 3.98 rating-a considerably poorer 
performance than previous efforts. In  addi- 
tion, only 53% thought that this issue was 
better than the last as compared to figures of 
96% and 72% for previous issues. Perhaps 
this reflects our overall improvement i n  
recent months butwe've decidedto interpret 
it as a blackball vote against features on 
discontinued games. Therefore, it is unlikely 
whether any more shall appear i n  future 
issues. Unfortunately, the wheels of publica- 
tion had advanced too far to cancel this 
issue's GUADALCANAL feature. We 
thought that reading articles on discon- 
tinued games served a dual purpose- 
providing interesting background data and 
playing information for those who had the 
game, and satisfying the curiosity of those 
who didn't. Right or wrong, this issue's 
GUADALCANAL feature wil l  be the last 
attempt to  turn back the hands of time for a 
discontinued game. 

The GUADALCANAL feature is somewhat 
of an experiment in itself. We really don't 
know how you're going toreact to this type of 
article which places so much emphasis on 
the battlefield as it appears 30 years later. No 
doubt you'll let us know. We thought it an 
immensely interesting article, if only for i ts 
uniqueness. In  any case, next issue wil l  find 

us on hand w ~ t h  a more conventional feature 
and a 34 page format w ~ t h  which todiversify 
our efforts. And if it's any comfort to thoseof 
you who were so impressed wi th ANZlO last 
tlrne, we are giving strong consideration to 
rereleasing it after a redesign job due to the 
flood of mall the article has generated. For 
those interested in the complete voting 
breakdown for last issue it follows below: I 
ANZ10-Portrait of a Game . . . . 448 
Series Replay-Afrika Korps . . . . 358 
Breaking Par . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 
Design Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151 
Avalon Hill Philosophy . . . . . . . . . 23 
Question Box . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Infiltrator's Report . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 

As is readily apparent, only the Series 
Replay gave the lead article any real corn-, 
petition. From the comments we've received< 
the Series Replay would be even more 
popular if the quality of play was improved. 
We think that problem has been solved now 
wi th 4 completed, well-played games in our: 
files awaiting publication. The first, which' 
appears in this issue pits Randy Reed and 
Don Lowry i n  a BULGE match-two rather 
esteemed players whose abilities pale only I 
next PANZERBLJTZ Replay wil l  be much 
more warmly received. 

The remainder of the Readers Response 
Results provided some rather interesting 
food for thought. Again we found that less 
than half of youwere us ing the l fo r  1 dealto 
recommend the magazine to  yourfriends.To 
recap briefly, the 2 for 1 deal states that 
anytime you send in a paid subscription for 
someone else who has not subscribed tothe 
GENERAL since 1972, your own subscrip- 
tion wil l  be extended for 1 year free of 
charge. This offer expires at the end of May 
and wil l  not be reoffered. 2 for 1 deals 
submitted after May, 1974 wil l  not be 
honored. Now is your last chance to exlend 
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THE ISLAND, THE CAMPAIGN, THE GAME 

by Joel S. Davis 
Joel Davis is a graduate student at the 

University of Colorado and a longtime 
wargamer of the fmt order. By the time 
GUADALCANAL came out he had already 
mastered the remainder of the Avalon Hill line 
of that time. His fascination for the period has 
remained high ever since. 

That's why when we heard he was about to set 
out on an extended tour of the South Pacific we 
handed him this GUADALCANAL 
assignment. An excellent photographer in his 
own rlght, Joel took all the photographs of the 
island used in this article, and blend4 them 
with a keen historical knowledge of the battle, 
expert gamesmanship, and an eyewitness ac- 
count of the island as it is today to provide us 
with the very unusual feature which follows. 

THE CAMPAIGN 
When GUADALCANAL was first in- 

troduced by Avalon Hill, I bought a copy 
almost immediately. What a fantastic group of 
innovat ions  i t  contained! Fac to r  
r e d u c t i o n .  . . hidden m o v e m e n t .  . . 
invasions . . . long-range artillery. Of course, 
check-off pads may be a bit cumbersome, and 
you really need two copies of the game to make 
hidden movement convenient, but what a 
challenge! Guadaicanai was the first U.S. 
counter-attack in the Pacific War, and was 
probably the only one where both sides had a 
chance of victory. It's a name that rings down 
through history-few may remember Truk, or 
Peliliu, or Tarawa, but almost everyone has 
heard of Guadalcanal. 

Later, some of the game's problems began to 
appear. I played Basic GUADALCANALa few 
times, but 1 found the game terribly restricted 
and one-sided. The tournament version IS very 
interesting-and moderately balanced-but it 
has problems of its own. Even late in the game, 
the American player is almost forced to play a 
very conservative strategy-it's far too easy for 
the hidden Japaneseto trap you while extended. 
On the other hand, with all that force bunched 
around Henderson Field, Japanese attacks are 
pretty much limited to mid-September. For the 
most part, Japanese strategy Enters around 
staying within artillery range of Henderson 
Field without getting caught, while the 
Americans make occasional, cautious forays to 
flush them out. 

Then there are the sages who will tell you that 
all the really -decisive action went on at 
sea . . . so why play out the land campaign at 
all?! Things were decided-they say-in the 
Naval Battle of Guadalcanal (the last in a series 
of six major engagements in that area). 

To this contention 1 give a qualified "Pop- 
pycock"! Qualified, because some of the naval 
engagements were decisive and could have 
thrown things either way. No one really disputes 
that the Naval Battle of Guadalcanal was a 
decisive factor in leading the Japanese to 
evacuate the island. But "Poppycockn because 
the war on land had several decisive battles too! 
If the Japanese had won any one of them-and 
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Rust~ng landing craft on Takrs Beach are the last signs of tha 

the potential was there-it could have been the 
United States Marines who were forced to 
abandon the island. 

As I shall point out, the situation pictured in 
GUADALCANAL the game doesn't match 
that which existed in the campaign very 
well . . . but this merely represents some 
problems in design, not a failure of the basic 
concept. To understand why this is so, you must 
be familiar with the story of the 1942 campaign. 

In the summer of 1942, most U.S. force was 
committed to Europe, while the primary ground 
force available in the Pacific was the largely 
untried 1st Marine Division, under the com- 
mand of Major General Alexander Vandegrift. 
In the battles of Coral Sea and Midway, the 
United States Navy had wrested the strategic 
initiative from the Imperial Japanese Navy, and 
was looking for a way to use this initiative to 
best advantage. When it was learned that the 
Japanese were building an airfield and seaplane 
base in the lower Solomons, it was clear that the 
intent was to cut the ocean link between 
America and Australia. Admiral Ernest King 
proposed to the Joint Chiefs that America act to 
halt this operation-by the capture of 
Guadalcanal and Tulagi. 

So it was that on 7 August, 1942-the very 
day the first Japanese aircraft were to land on 
the  newly constructed airf ield on  
Guadalcanal-10,000 Americans drove ashore 
to capture "Henderson Field" (named after an 
American pilot lost at Midway) with no 
resistance. The two labor battalions engaged in 
its construction fled into the jungle. About 6000 
troops were landed on Tulagi and other nearby 
islands to eliminate the seaplane base and other 
pockets of resistance. Here the fighting was 
bitter, but the ganisons were small. In a few 
days, the mopping up was over. 

Japanese efforts to throw the Americans off 
Guadalcanal began almost immediately. 
Bombers began attacking from Rabaul, and in 
the early morning hours of 9 August, five heavy 
cruisers, two light cruisers, and one destroyer 
badly mauled the Allied (U.S. and Australian) 
covering force in the Battle of Savo Island. 

pivotal combat which toolc place on the island 32 years ago. 

While the Japanese force did not gain the 
objective of bombarding the beaches, the cover- 
ing force did withdraw-an inauspicious begin- 
ning to the months of naval dueling that Iay 
ahead. Transports were aIso disptached from 
Rabaul . . . Colonel Kiyono Ichiki landed on 
Guadalcanal on 18 August with 1500 troops (An 
earlier reinforcement attempt was turned back 
when transport Meiyo Maru was sunk by 
submarine S-38). With the 900 troops already 
on the island, that made 2400. That isn't much 
with which to attack 10,000, even supported by 
the Japanese combined fleet. But the Japanese 
were under the impression that the Americans 
had only landed a raiding force to destroy the 
airfield-a regiment of 2000 to 3000 men at 
most. Such optimistic underestimations- 
usually by a factor of five or so-were to plague 
the Japanese throughout the campaign. The 
Japanese, though, had great faith in the spirit of 
their own troops. One would think they in- 
vented the line, "My strength is as that of ten, for 
my heart is pure"! 

On numerous occasions, the Japanese Naval 
Command set up combined air-naval-ground 
operations to recapture Henderson Field. The 
reason that Henderson Field was so crucial was 
that, while it remained operational, the "Cactus 
Air Force" limited Japanese reinforcement to 
Destroyer runs at night by the 'Tokyo Express." 
Transports were just too slow . . . Henderson's 
aircraft would catch them unloading by morn- 
ing light. Destroyers were fast-but destroyers 
cannot carry heavy equipment, horses, or bulky 
supplies. The usual Japanese plan would bring 
the combined fleet into action. A large number 
of troops wouId be landed by the Tokyo Express 
(this part usually came off). These troops would 
launch a combined, multi-pronged attack on 
Henderson Field (these attacks were usually 
late, under-supplied, and lacked coordination), 
while the Imperial Japanese Navy wouM clear 
the U.S. Fleet from the area (which sometimes 
was accomplished) and bombard the beaches in 
support (again, sometimes managed). As soon 
as the Japanese ground forces captured Hender- 
son (which never happened, but once almost 
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did), Japanese aircraft would fly in, putting the 
United States Navy in the same daylight disad- 
vantage suffered by the Japanese. In some ways 
it might be worse, since American forces were 
not used to using destroyers as transports, and 
were used to more abundant supply than the 
Japanese would put up with. In addition, 
Japanese transports with heavy equipment, 
supplies, etc., could land, greatly expediting the 
mopup of American troops. These plans usual-, 
ly includd elaborate arrangements for the 
surrender ceremonies. 

What with the over-confidence of the 
Japanese-on their own combat effectiveness, 
on how fast they could get to their positions 
through the jungle, and their general lack of 
intelligence concerning overall U.S. dis- 
positions and firepower, as well as the tremen- 
dous complexity and crucial timing necessary in 
these operations, things always went wrong. 

What finally induced the Japanese to aban- 
don Guadabanal was the destruction of a 
transport fleet by Henderson-based aircraft, 
combined with a nava1,defeat inthe Naval Battle 
of Guadalcanal. But, as most of the histories will 
admit,  things were touch-and-go in 
spots . . . and if the Japanese had played their 
cards a little better, things might have gone 
differently. ***** 

THE ISLAND 
This was why, on June 18th of 1973,I was so 

fascinated by the island visiblefromthe window 
of the Air Nauru jet I was flying to that same 
island-a little over thirty years after the end of 
that famous battle. What was 1 doing on 
Guadalcanal? Especially since, as my younger 
brother pointed out, "What's wrong with the 
French Riviera? How about the Isle du Levant? 
But no, you choose Guadalcanal. Sigh"! 

Actually, Guadalcanal was only three days 
out of a three month sweep through the South 
Pacific. I spent about five weeks in 
Australia . . . but if you're going to buy aticket 
to go that far, you really ought to gather in as 
many intermediate stops as possible. 1 spent 
three weeks in the American Trust Territories, 
Guam, and Nauru. I saw old bunkers at Truk 
and snorkeled around sunken warships in the 
lagoon . . . I saw old tanks and artillery on 
Yap . . . l visited lots of other islands too- 
often getting the impression that the Pacific 
islands are like a gigantic World War I1 surplus 
s t o r e .  B u t  G u a d a l c a n a l  . . . 
GUADALCANAL-with all the magic in the 
name, I really didn't know what to expect. Some 
of the American Trust Territory Islands are 
awfully primitive, despite the amount of money 
this nation spends. The British don't spend 
nearly as much as we do (Guadalcanal is in the 
British Solomons) . . .my only real expectation 
was a reflection of the war histories 1 had read- 
a totally undeveloped morass of steaming 
jungles and deadly mosquitos. 

Surprise number one-Guaddcanal had 
paved runways! Most of the Micronesian 
islands (except the Marianas, where there's alot 
of military traffic) handle 727 jets-on runways 
of crushed coral. Henderson Field (it retains 
the old name, along witha relic anti-aircraft gun 
in front ofthe terminal) is asurprisingly modern 
airport. The rickety old militarycontrol tower is 
still there-but strictly a s  a monument. The air 

traffic-a mixed conglomeration of aircraft 
ranging from props to small jets-is handled 
from a modern tower nearby. The airport Itself 
is only a ten minute drive from Honiara 
(formerly the villag of Mantanikau). 

The msln road into the hills from Mantanikau isrnuchthesame 
tcday as it was 30 years ago, although Mhw faelllties have 
improved tremendously. 

Surprise number two-as far as Pacific 
Islands go, Guadalcanal is amazingly modern. 
This is only true within a mile or so of the north 
coast, but, in comparison with the U.S. Trust 
Territories (again, except the Marianas), I 
found much more "civilization"~speciaUy 
surprising in view of how much less the British 
spend than the Amerimns. Guadalcanal, for 
example, has good roads. The main coastal road 
is paved for about twenty miles. It's smooth 
riding from Tasimboko to Tassafaronga, and 
even beyond Tassafaronga . . . though you 
have to drive through streams at fords. This 
wasn't difficult-but I was there during the dry 
season. Later in the year, fording streams could 
have been a real problem. 

Another significant difference is that a 
relatively large fraction of the natives speak 
ENGLISH. In fact, the overall standard of 
education compares quite favorably, for exam- 
ple, with that in the Caroline Islands. Public 
utilities-lectricity, phones, and running 
water-are more widespread. 

My initial tour of the island was in a vehicle 
called a minimoke. It looks like a kind of cross 
between a dune-buggy and the surrey-with-the- 
fringe-on-top . . . but it's rugged and will go 
almost anywhere. 

The approsch to MI. Austenis much essier nowthan it was32 
years ago. 

My first stop was Mount Austen. We drove 
on old U.S. jeep trails-still in use after thirty 
years-crunching down the tall grass and un- 
dergrowth which never stays down for long. 
There were a few of the Japanese memorials 
dedicated to "eternal world peacen that one sees 
on so many of these islands, but many lan- 
downers put up monuments of their ownjust by 
stacking up any old military hardware they 
found on their land. Even the fences brought 
back war memories . . . they were made of old 

Marston matting, salvaged from the military 
airstrips. 

Nearby "Red Beachw-where the Americans 
came ashore-had little to distinguish it from 
other beaches, save some rusty scraps which 
thirty years had made unidentifiable. Not too 
far away, however, was the Betikama Museum 
& Souvenir shop. I looked over the numerous 
pieces of artillery and aircraft in relatively good 
condition before continuing to Edson's 
("Bloody") Ridge, where Edson's Raiders held 
off numerous determined Japanese attacks. One 
interesting feature was the unusual lack of trees. 
While thick forest existed around the ridge 
peaks, the top of the ridge was virtually clear, 
except for the ubiquitous high grass. I asked and 
discavered that this had always been so, which 
checks with some USMC sources . . . though it 
is contrary to the GUADALCANAL 
mapboard. 

A new of the invasion bssch (RED Beech) lookins eastward 
toward Lungs Poim. 

It was near Bloody Ridge that I saw what 
looked like airplane hangars covered with 
earth-old American supply sheds. We drove 
down an old jeep trail to look at one of them. 
The trail hadn't been used in a week or two, so 
there was about two feet of undergrowth! We 
found only a few rusting supply drums in the 
first shed, but a second shed was visible further 
back. From the amount of undergrowth, I 
guessed that it was rarely visited. Such finds are 
often more interesting-but my struggle to get 
there yielded no relics . . . only a nervous sur- 
prise when the equally surprised resident bats 
took off and winged past me in fright. How 
poignant, though-structures which once 
shielded men from bullets, bombs, and shells are 
still shielding bats and spiders from rain, wind, 
and the tropical sun. 

A view of Blwdy{Edson's) Ridgefrom U mils awaymthe north. 

A brief visit to Henderson Field followed. 
Despite warning signs, I climbed to the top of 
the old control tower-safe enough, if you 
watch your step. The reward was a beautiful 
panoramic view of that part of the island. 



The view south from tha Henderson Field Tower gives the 
readar a f~rst hand lo& at the terrain in an Avalon Hill hex. 

Last on my tour was something the guides like 
to save for the incurably enthusiastic, since it's 
some distance away from everything else. On 
Tetere Beach, 1 came upon an awe-inspiring 
sight-dozens of landing craft parked near the 
coast . . . very overgrown . . .aged thirty 
years . . . but largely intact. I couldn't count 
them all-they extended well back into the 
jungle and remained as an imaginative reminder 
of the life and death struggle which once took 
place here. 

An abandoned U.S. supply bunker north of 0lwdy'Rldge 

The next day, I struck out on my own. I 
rented a car for $2.00 and started driving in the 
direction of Cape Esperence. I had heard of a 
sunken Japanese destroyer out that way. 1 never 
did find the destroyer, but near Aruligo Point, I 
did see a cargo barge. With some difficulty 1 got 
to the beach, and strolled back along the water's 
edge to the barge. The identity of the barge was 
difficult to ascertain although Iwas able to climb 
up on it and look the whole ship over very 
closely. Below the deck was filled with sand 
washed in over three decades, and any iden- 
tification marks had long since rusted away. I'd 
guess it was Japanese, though-they had the 
most shipping sunk in that area and certainly 
did trv to unload sunnlies there on occasion. 

40mm shells. Making souvenirs of them was a 
temptation, but 1 didn't really feel like dragging 
questionable World War I1 vintage ordnance 
half-way around the Pacific. 

1 left Guadalcanal for Rabaul on a Trans- 
Australia Airways DC-3 Thursday morning. 
Somehow, the airplane seemed fitting-one of 
the few survivors of the era, the DC-3 has been 
in use for about forty years . . . and was used 
extensively throughout the war. 

THE GAME 
The big question that now arises to the 

average gamer is what to do about 
GUADALCANAL-the game. I've talked 
about the island, and reviewed the campaign. 
Now, speaking as one who has thoroughly 
investigated the official histories, visited the 
island, and talked to some of the inhabitants, 1. 
believe 1. can outline a few factors that Avalon 
Hill did not properly allow for . . . and suggest 
some modifications to the game. 

GEOGRAPHY 

Actually, Avalon Hill did a pretty fair job on 
their board. It coordinates quite well with the 
actual geography except in places developed 
since the war. I would make KK-26 (the top of 
Bloody Ridge) a clear square. It was 
clear . . . and that fact was significant in the 
actions that occured there. There's more 
forestljungle between Kukumbona and Tenaro 
along the coast than what is shown. . . but 1 
don't think changing the terrain in that part of 
the board would affect the game significantly. 
During the Dry Season, the rivers don't amount 
to much-but the Wet Season began early in 
1942 . . . just before the Americans landed. 
Rivers can be left the way they are. 

It issaw towe that the Luga River, even in thedry seeson, wss 
a defensive oktacle. 

The current movement allowance through 
jungle is about right-one mile per day-but it 
must be remembered that all AH movement is 
drastically reduced to allow time for 
precautionary delays and for combat. As things 
stand, jungle movement is half as fast as normal 
terrain movement. Even though "clear" terrain 
on Guadalcanal, can be pretty difficult, one 
quarter speed would probably be more 
reasonable. Therefore, jungle movement should 
be reduced to 4 BTA per square. To be - - 

This wrecked bridge over the Tenryu River is ail the evidence even more realistic, include a strategic move- 
that remeins of the bloody lighting m i c h  once raged across its ment as that used in AMZIO. I suggest banks. 

that if a unit does not begin its move in an enemy 
Driving back to Honiara, 1 found something zone of control, if no part of its move brings it 

else of interest. 1 saw some rusting junk near the into an enemy zone of control, and if it does not 

1 road. Upon investigation, I discovered some old attack during its turn, that unit may move twice 
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during the movement portion of its turn. Along 
with the 4 BTA jungle movement rule, this 
should more accurately simulate the movement 
problems encountered on Guadalcanal. 

Bridging rivers is a minor point of contention 
too. Once a unit has built a bridge and controls 
both sides of a river, there's no reason why units 
coming later should pay the same penalty to 
cross. After all, unless you're crossing against 
enemy fire, bridges tend to be permanent 
structures. A blank counter can be used to 
indicate the existence of a bridge. Presumably a 
ground unit could destroy it in the same amount 
of time it takes to build by passing through the 
square, and it could be destroyed by artillery if 
one of the factors firing upon it rolls a one. 

LIMITED INTELLIGENCE 

This is the most serious error in the game in 
that Avalon Hill had the situation backwards. 
What with aerial reconnaissance, friendly 
natives, and less faith in their own assessments, 
the Americans had far better intelligence than 
the Japanese did . . . but, of course, no one's 
intelligence in the jungle was very good. One 
solution would be a set-up involving three 
boards, three sets of pieces, and a processor to 
give out intelligence to both sides. Unfortunate- 
ly, such solutions are only for the most devoted! 
For a social game, something simpler is needed. 

1 suggest leaving the current limited in- 
telligence procedure a~ is, but add some things 
to make It more difficult for the Japanese 
player: 

a) All American units in the jungle are kept 
upside down. 

b) If the Americans can form a continuous 
line of squares containingeither American units 
or American zones of control from one point on 
the coast to another point on the coast with no 
Japanese units inside, then American units 
INSIDE this line may be offthe board if they are 
in the jungle, or flipped over no matter where 
they are. American zones of control along the 
coast (including the existence of American 
units) should be marked by blank counters, 
tokens, etc., so that the Japanese player will 
know if he's allowed to land back there or not. 

t r w p  are shelled by 3rd Any. En.. 11th Marines. taking 
another factor casualties. 1 st Bn.. 1 si Marines sdwancss out d 
reserve, around Ichiki's leftfIsnk,andsttscksfromtherear. 2nd 

starting position was unsvaitahle--heneethe 
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There is no way to really simulate the 

continual Japanese ignorance of American 
strength, but these two additions will bring the 
situation into at least a somewhat more realistic 
balance. 

HENDERSON FIELD 

Right now, players get a strategic 
advantage-victory points-for holding 
Henderson Field. In fact, Henderson had some 
hefty tactical advantages too. Airpower was 
what forced the Japanese to limit most of their 
supply and reinfor~ements to what destroyers 
could bring in. If Henderson Field were kept out 
of action or feii into Japanese hands, the 
Japanese could have landed large numbers of 
troops, horses, supplies, and heavy equipment. 
Furthermore, had the Japanese made Hender- 
son Field operational, they could prevent the 
Americans from conducting major landings of 
almost any sort--as well as limiting American 
supply-virtually forcing a United States 
evacuation. 

Extra Reinforcements: If the Japanese put 
Henderson Field out of commission or capture 
it at the end of their turn, they are entitled to 
land up to two combat units from those 
available at Rabaul (including regular rein- 
forcements for that month that have not yet 
arrived) and four units of fire. These appear at 
the beginning of the next Japanese turn. If the 
Japanese possess Henderson Field-or if 
Henderson Field is out of commission--at the 
beginning of the Japanese turn, the Japanese 
player may land up to twelve combat units from 
those available at Rabaul and 24 units of fire 
that turn. 

Japanese Air Operations: If the Japanese 
player holds Henderson Field at the beginning 
and end of his turn, and if Henderson has or is 
brought up  to ten or more reduction factors (see 
Henderson Operations), then beginning on the 
following U.S. turn, each Japanese non-artillery 
unit fights as if it had one additional combat 
factor. This reflects the increased Japanese 
supply, reduced American supply, and support 
by Japanese aircraft. The American player must 
also roll for any reinforcements he wishes to 
land. A die is rolled for each unit-if a one, two, 
or three is rolled, the unit is eliminated instead. 
Of course, if Henderson Field is out of commis- 
sion, or if it is recaptured by the Americans, the 
Japanese player loses the advantages of air 
operations. 

RABAUL REINPORCEMENTS 

The Japanese had many forces available in 
addition to those actually landed on 
Guadalcanal. Through most of the campaign, 
tens of thousands of troops on Rabaul, in the 
Shortlands, and in other areas needed only a 
safe means of transport to enter the fray. The 
problem for Admiral Mikawa, on Rabaul, was 
providing that transpofl-many units were 
sunk trying to reach Guadalcanal. Because of 
the risk, others were never sent. 

In listing the additional troops available, 
numerous problems come up. The Japanese 
were not German-style record keepers, and 
American intelligence was not always accurate. 
Incomplete and contradictory unit iden- 
tifications were always cropping up. Worse yet, 
often only a part of a unit was sent to 
G u a d a l c a n a l .  S o m e  would  be  left  

behind . . . some would be sunk in 
transit . . . and the elements actually arriving 
might arrive over a period of many weeks. h 
trying to stay as close as possible to Avalon 
Hill's Order of Appearance, 1 had to contend 
with the fact that units given sometimes had no 
real existence-or were far weaker than what is 
shown-but the extra factors helped represent a 
myriad of smaller units that couldn't be shown. 

1, have divided the game into four reinforce- 
ment periods, showing additional troops that 
may be landed only DURING THE 
PERIOD(S) SHOWN. They do NOT ac- 
cumulate. If a unit is not landed on 
Guadalcanal, and does not appear in the next 
period, you can assume that (a) It was 
sent . . . but sunk in transit, or (b) It was 
transferred to the Rabaul garrison or elsewhere, 
or (c) it is landed during the next period by a 
regular Tokyo Express run as shown in Avalon 
Hill's order of appearance. These additional 
units may be landed in accordance with the 
"Henderson Field" rules. No unit may land 
twice-i.e., you couldn't land 291 1 on 18 
September as extra troops and land a second 
291 1 on 9 October when called for by Avalon 
Hill. You could, in this case, land 10th Mt. Arty 
and one other 4-10 infantry unit if any are 
available. Only exactly equivalent units may 
swap arrival times. 

HENDERSON OPERATIONS 
Even though the Japanese never captured 

Henderson Field, it was put out of action a few 
times by heavy bombardment, and almost put 
out of action on a few other occasions. Of 
course, the Japanese kept the area under con- 
tinual bombardment, but ammunition 
limitations usually prevented such attacks from 
having more than nuisance value. 

Henderson Field has twenty reduction 
factors-it requires at least ten to be 
operational. Reduction factors may be 
destroyed by artillery fire against Henderson 
Field . . . and may be replaced or destroyed by 
combat units present on the field. Henderson 
Field may never have more than twenty reduc- 
tion factors or fewer than zero. 

Artillery: When artillery (including naval 
bombardment) attacks square KK-22 (Hender- 
son Field), a roll of six for any factor firing 
eliminates one reduction factor. Of course, if 
face-up units are on Henderson, these will take 
casualties on rolls of two and/or one, depending 
on the number of factors present. 

Combat units: If an Engineer or Labor unit is 
on Henderson Field at the beginning of its 
move, and remains there throughout the move, 
two reduction factors may be rebuilt. If the unit 
is eligible for strategic movement, it may spend 
half its move (10 BTA) on Henderson and 

-6 November 
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rebuild one reduction factor. Other types of' 
units are treated similarly, except that they are 
not as effective at replacing reductionfactors. If 
their entire move is spent there, a three, four, 
five, or six must be rolled for each unit to replace 
one reduction factor. If eligible for strategic 
movement and half a move is spent there, a five 
or six must be rolled. 

As above, if an  Engineer or Labor unit spends 
its entire move at Henderson Field, it may 
destroy six reduction factors-or three if only 
half its move (including strategic) is spentthere. 
For any other type of unit, the figures are two 
and one respectively. 

If Henderson Field is attacked and the units 
defending it are retreated, some damage to the 
field results. Roll one die . . . the number of 
spots showing is the amount of damage. 

NAVAL BOMBARDMENT 
On several occasions, the Japanese mounted 

major naval bombardments of Henderson 
Field, in addition to frequent minor strikes by 
the Tokyo Express. To reflect this, beginning 
with the second (14 August) Japanese turn, the 
Japanese player may attempt a major bombard- 
ment. To do so, he merely announces a bom- 
bardment attempt at the beginning of the 
combat portion of his turn and rolls a die. If a 
four, five, or six is rolled, the bombardment 
attempt succeeds. He then rolls the number of 
dice appropriate for that month and gets that 
many artillery factom applied to the Henderson 
Field square. Effects are determined by 
"Henderson Operations" and "Artillery" 
rules-note that if American combat units on 
Henderson are face-down, they are not affected. 
At least two turns must elapse between bom- 
bardment attempts by the Japanae, regardless 
of whether they are sucoessful or not. If Hender- 
son falls to the Japanese, the Americans rriay 
attempt bombardments in exactly the same 
way, except that the attempt is at the beginning 
of the U.S. combat segment, and only one turn 
need elapse between attempts. 

NUMBER OF DICE ROLLED FOR A MAJOR BOMBARDMEN1 

NAVY 
Jupanse 
Arncrican 

AUG. SEPT. OCT NOV. DEC JAN. 
3 3 3 3 2 1  
[ 2 1 1 2 2  

JAPANESE TENACITY 
The value of Japanese6"fighting spirit" may be 

open to question-but it WAS there. They 
made numerous "human wave" attacks-such 
as those at Bloody Ridge-often almost to the 
last man! To simulate this, if the Japanese 
player rolls a result with no advance or retreat, 
casualties are removed and he may immediately 
make the same attack again, though casualties 
may have changed the odds- in which case the 
appropriate new odds column is consulted. If 
the result calls for a Japanese retreat, the 
Japanese player may take double casualties, 
ignore the retreat, and immediately attack 
again, as in the previous case. Both of these 
tactics are options-not required-and can be 
exercised only once per attack. Renewed attacks 
may not be made after the first re-attack. 

ARTILLERY FIRE 
Artillery used against troops under wver 

usually did little more than force them to keep 
their heads down. Where artillery WAS tremen- 
dously effective was in supporting and breaking 
up attacks, and in counter-battery fire. 

Before artillery fire is exchanged, both sides 
designate which of their artillery units are 
firing-and from where-by the use of tokens, 
blank counters, etc. If you wish, you can 
imagine this reflects the initial appearance of 
muzzle flashes, smoke, and loud noise. Next, 
each side secretly assigns some, all, or none of 
his artillery units to counter-battery fire. Each 
artillery unit assigned to counter-battery fire 
will also have a target square (containing enemy 
artillery) assigned. After this is done, each 
player reveals which of the opponent's units are 
coming under counter-battery fire. For every 
artillery factor firing in a counter-battery capaci- 
ty, roll one die. If a four, five, or six is rolled, the 
targeted unit may not fire OTHER THAN I N  A 
COUNTER-BA TTER Y CAPACITY during 
that exchange. If the targeted unit is assignd to 

at most. Nerve-wracking as it might be, the 
SeaBees got pretty good at second-guessing this 
sort of'thing. They managed to keep the field in 
good repair as a rule, with a minimum of 
casualties. 

AMBUSH 
I f  a unit is exercising strategic movement and 

moves on top of or into the zone of control of an 
enemy unit, it is immediately ambushed. It 
immediately takes one factor of combat losses 
and attacks the off-the-board unit(s). 
Regardless of terrain, the defending unit(s) is 
doubled. Note that the "defending unit" is 
assumed to be conducting the ambush. If the 
ambushed unit is on top of the defending unit, 
the ambush4  unit has no retreat. 

counter-battery fire, there is no effect. counter- 
battery fire never causes casualties. Units engag- 
ing in counter-battery fire use up K of a Unit of 
Fire per unit . . . units prevented from firing 
other missions by counter-battery fire use up no 
ammunition. 

After counter-battery fire, artillery fire 
proceeds normally, except that only face-up 
units take casualties-including those about to 
have combat. 

The more perceptive readers among you may 
wonder why units trying to repair Henderson 
Field don't take casualties from artillery 
directed at the field. This is a good question- 
especially since the Japanese had some nasty 
tricks right alongthis line. One was to fire a shell 
at the field . . . wait for the engineers to start 
fixing it . . . then F I  another shell from the 
same gun. With no change in gun position, the 
shell lands in almost exactly the same place. 

In point of fact, though, the number of 
casualties due to such tactics were in the dozens 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 
The Japanese Army didn't really care bow 

many casualties it took . . . as long as its 
objectives were obtained. Therefore, add to 
tournament game victory conditions thefollow- 
ing: "If, at the end of the game (29 Janaury 
turn), the Japanese are in possession of Hender- 
son Field,theywin, regardless of point totals. 

These modifications are far from perfect. A 
major re-working of the game mechanics would 
be necessary to accurately reflect all of the 
important elements of the campaign and still 
leave a reasonably balanced game. These 
changes will, however, yield a more accurate 
simulation of the difficulties and goals of both 
sides-notably in the Japanese determination to 
capture Henderson Field. If they do manage to 
capture it, they have probably won the game. 

CH)  

Guadaleansl's most famous battle-The Rattle of Bloody Ridge (1 2-24 September 1 WZt--gives an Interesting example of hwu 
Japanem tsnaclty works. On the ridge, two battalions of the 124th regiment, reinfwced by 4/2 infantry, attack Edson's (1st) 
Raidars. Oefensiva Artillery fire from 1 1  th regiment and I SW leaves the situation as shown at left . . . the sttack is st 2-1. The. 
Japanese player rolls e six (lase 2, retreat 11, but rather than retreat, he tskesdouMe lossesandfightsagnin, this tlmeat 1-1 and 
rollss three(Defender lom 1 and retreat 1 I. The W.S. player retreats 1 Rdr to 1 P s r a ' s q u a r e , a n d n l l t h w J a ~ n ~  unitsadwnce 
in. In the counter-anack, the Arner~can brings up 5/2 Msrinesandshells the Japaneseagsin. Being velydecirnsardalrsady, t b  
only loss one more factor The odds are 3-1 11 1-31 with the forms shown. A three rolled, doing sway with 124/3.Themher ~ m r  
units retreal two--am give up . . . retreating into the jumle 

Neerthecoast,supportelemsms wlginallvsenr tefollmvupIch~ki'soffens~usattaek 1/3Msrinesinakindofbelateddiversionsry 
attack. Aslx Isrolledsnd theJapanesersveat ria a round-a-hut route~~TeneroVillsge. 1 Armor banalion, tlying toduulimelts 
slaughmr of Ichiki's troops, races forward and attacks at 13. It rolls a three (Anacker lose 1 and retreat 2)-properlychastlred, it 
mreats. The Japanese, finding no weekspot, fade back into the jungle. 
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@ GOLD R 
OUTDOOR SURVIVAL is the otrly "peace" 

game which lends i t d f  to "~v~rgarne"  variation. 
A number of inrerestittg thiugs can be done with 
the game on a tnan to marl levd Richard 
Jarvinetl's effort beelw just touches the f m e  of 
the tacrical possibitities. 

For hours the brilliant desert sun has been 
blinding your eyes, parching your throat, and 
burning into your head Iike a white hot iron. 
Each new step brings additional waves of agony, 
but the thought of gold, GOLD! drives you 
fo~ward like a machine. If you can only reach it 
before - Crack! The sharp report of a hi&- 
powered rifle drives you instinctively down onto 
the broiIing desert floor. Crack! A near miss 
sends up a spray of stinging sand into your face. 
You slowly reach for your own rifle and turn to 
face the source of the hostile fire. 
- 

Sounds like a scene starring Humphrey Bogart 
in The Treasure of Sierre Madre, right? It's a 
situation that could arise in my new scenario in 
one of Avalon Hill's more recent releases, Out- 
door Survival. I personally found the game very 
entertaining, but I was less than satisfied with the 
war-gamming aspect of it. Thus I was prompted 
to generate my own war to sate my quenchless 
thirst for blood. 

The object of my variation is simple: find the 
hidden gold and get yourself and the gold out of 
the wilds alive. The only obstacles to overcome 
are the natural elements and a couple of other 
men, who just happen to be armed and danger- 
ous. 

To start, take four or five blank counters and 
one counter that you have marked "Gold" and 
place them upside-down on the center board. Mix 
them up and scatter them about, preferably in 
hard-twget places. With two players, each player 
takes two men. One places his men on Outposts 
6 and 8; the other on Outposts 7 and 9. A11 rules 
that apply to the basic game apply here except 
where otherwise noted. 

To locate the gold you must stop on the 
suspect counter before turning it over. Just 
passing over a counter without stopping does not 
give you the right to search. To carry the gold 
once you have found it simply place it under 
your man and move normally, with one excep- 
tion: the man carrying the gold must subtract I 
from his movement allowance. (It is heavy, you 
know!) 

Firing 
Firing takes place at the end of each man's 

movement phase. The only requirements to fire 
are that you must have a rifle in good condition, 
a supply of ammunition, and a target to shoot at. 
You are not required to fire, but you may fire at 
the end of all your movement phases if you wish 
(and can do so legally). The one exception to 
firing after moving is when you have been fired 
upon the previous turn. Then you may choose to 
fire before moving but you can fire only at the 
man who shot at you and you must add one to 
the roll of the die when firing. You may not fire 
both before and after moving under any circum- 
stances. Trails are considered cIear terrain for 
fuing purposes. 

AN OUTDOOR SURVIVAL VARIANT 

by J.  Richard Jarvinen 

To shoot, first determine the terrain that the 
target is in, and then determine the range. (Note 
that you can be on the same square as an 
opponent, giving you a range of  zero.) Consult 
Table I and cross reference the range with the 
terrain. 

TABLE I 
firing into 

clear desert woods swamp mountains - ----. 
O A  A B C C 

Range I B C D E  E 
2 * D  na na na na 

Note the asterisk at range 2 under clear. You 
may fire at a clear terrain hex at range 2 only if 
the intervening hex between the target and the 
shooter is a clear terrain hex. "na " means you 
are not allowed to fire. 

After you have consulted Table I, you should 
come up with a letter. This letter is the firing 
column you will use in Table II. Roll the die and 
pray for results. An "X" means the target was 
killed; a number means the number of life levels 
lost by the target; a ""means you missed; and a 
"*" means a special hit. Consult the Special Hit 
Table (Table 111) and roll the die again. 

TABLE I1 
Firing Results Table 

A B C D E  
1 X X X X l  
2 X 4 3 1 *  

Die 3 4 2 I ;g 

Roll 4 2 l * -  
5 I * 
6 * 

You may pass your rifle to a friend who has 
lost his or had it destroyed, or you may pick up 
the rifle of any dead person. In each case you 
must stop on the same hex as the person (or 
body) to whom (or from whom) you are effect- 
ing the transfer. Gold may be transferred in the 
Same manner. 

Streams and catch basins in no way affect 
firing. 

Direction Ability and 
Daily Necessities 

Use the charts on Scenario No. 3 (Search) for 
both direction ability and daily food and water 
requirements. 

Outposts 

You cannot be fired upon if you are in an 
outpost. You may move into a hex containing an 
outpost occupied by an enemy man, but you are 
not considered in the outpost as he got there 
first. He may fire at you but you may not return 
fire. 

Each outpost contains enough provisions to 
supply one man food and water for three turns, 
or two friendly men for one turn and one man 
for an additional turn. However used, the total 
supply capacity cannot exceed three of each 
item. 

You may replenish yourseIf at an outpost as if 
it were a food and water hex as there are enough 

rations to support you for the required two 
turns. Once an outpost's provisions arc gone they 
can never be replaced. You may voluntarily 
destroy the remainder of an outpost's supplies 
when Iswing. You may meet your daily require- 
ments of food and water by passing through an 
outpost that has provisions left, but you must 
stop on the outpost in order to destroy the 
remaining provisions. 

The above rules apply only to Outpost6 1, 2, 
3, and 4. Outposts 6 through 9 are used only for 
setting up. 

Optional. Rules 

Here are some additional rules to further 
increase your enjoyment and frustrate your goals: 

1) Do not reveal to your opponent when you 
have found the gold, or to whom you have 
passed the gold, ammo, or rifles. Use appropri- 
ate dummy and marked counters underneath 
each man. 

2) Use three or more players per aide. 
3) Use the Wilderness Encounter Chart at the end 

of each man's turn (although the situation 
seems grim enough already!) 

4) Limit the amount of rounds of m u n i t i o n  of 
each man to seven. Ammo may be passed in 
the same manner as the gold and rifles. 

Table IR 
Special Hit4 Table 

D i e m  Remlt -- Aclion Taken 

1 Weapons Hit 'Fargets riik destroyed; it 
may not £ke &ah; ammo 0JL 

2 Head Wound Targut must Consult Random 
Direction C h m  on beard for 
next two turns; hget may not 
tire for next two tumb 

3 Pmlc T w e t  fi, m o ,  and 
gold (if be hasl It): Target must 
consult Random D ' w t i ~  Chart 
next turn ow. 

4 thm 6 no &ect 

Blitzkrieg Continued from page 20 

with 1 factor every turn, using up his I-invaion- 
per-turn capacity). 

Finally, a note on Taciia: specialized (airborne 
and Ranger) units can be vital once Red and Blue 
have come to @ips. To those that haven't become 
awme of this yet, please note that even 1 factor 
of paratroops is enough to destroy m enemy pile 
if the paratroops are dropped in the enemy's 
mute of retreat. If the specialized forces are 
dribbled away in this manneI, to surround enemy 
piles, the enemy will run out of infantry before 
you run out of specialized troops - unless you 
do something foolish like drop whole divisions of 
your men into enemy territory. One of my 
opponents pulled a sort of "Operation Market- 
Garden" and saw his entire airborne contingent 
vanish before his very eyea It's better just to 
SAC or AV any screening units and then drop 
one or two factors where it'll do the most good. 
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Panzerblitz ]Wevisi ted by Kurt  Nodquest 

Muny PANZERBLITZ phyers msh on past 
Studioion One after only one try, dismissing it as 
an Introducto~y Scennrio with no real challenge. 
Kurt Nordquest thinks differently and has made a 
study of how to besr defense the German [ines of 
communic~tioiow against the ravages of' the 371st 
&wlry Regiment. 

In fnct, Kurt has done such a good job that 
he's tumbled onto the renson why we had to 
change this s i tu~tion when the revised scenario 
cw& were issued in September. 1971. Those of 
you who have both sets will recall that the 
German was not forced to commir two of his 
forss to the hitltop hexes 129 and 132 and CP 
units counted as only 3 units for victory 
purposes, maher than the curFent five. Keeping 
these changes in mind, examine Mr. Nordquestb 
'7mpIoded defense" and see for youvself why the 
scenario had to be changed. 

Imploded Defense 

when the opportunity presents itself. 
The key to the defense of the German position 

is the fort in the woods and that is why the 
infantry support is located there. (Keep in mind 
that they must be ready to shift to the south to 
assist in repulsing an attack on the east side of 
the town which can be launched from the south 
east). If the woods fort and their infantry 
support are destroyed the Russians can easily 
hide their tanks at the edge of the woods and 
safely destroy the town forts. 

Since this fort is the key and because the 
rewards of a Russian victory in the woods are 
greater than elsewhere the attack will most likely 
come there. This is where the German infantry 
stacks come in. They must prevent the Russian 
infantrylcavalry from clearing the woods, or at 
least, inflict such losses that spotting and dis- 
persal of forts will be impossible. 

As German player your ace card is the engineer 
reinforced infantry stacks. Their close assault i s  

German Defensive Position : Panzerblie Situation deadly due to both increased odds and die 

No. 58Mh Signal Regiment, 286th Security 
subtraction. Almost as important is their 21 
defense factor which makes them a tough nut to 

Division, 10th Flak Regiment. crack: a rare occurrence with German infantw. 
 noth her big plus is the terrain which prevents 

When One first plays their first him from attacking units separately while at the 
situation choice is probably No. 1 due to the same time leaves him with that lingering doubt 
small number of units involved. Quite logically that comes because no matter how Mh the odds 
they opt for a situation that will allow them to are against you there is always the chance that 
break into the game the you will escape if he a The 
moblems involved in handlim the larger forces. 
kfter fighting this situation bnce th& quickly 
move on to the more complex and glamorous 
situations. I feel that this is a grave error and 
situation No. 1 deserves another look. There are 
many valuable lessons to be learned on both sides 
but especially for the German as he masters the 
imploded defense. 

The novice German playa is immediately 
impressed by the prospects of using his S8mm 
anti-tank guns to destroy the Russian before he 
can even get close. So his set up i s  designed to 
make maximum use of their superb range. The 
fault with this strategy is that he c m o t  defend 
d l  the approaches to his position adequately, so 
the answer to his problem is not to look outward 
but inward. The imploded defense does just this. 
Just like an implosion its force is expended 
inward and that is it's focus. 

Since victory conditions don't require any 
Russian units being destroyed the goal of the 
German defense is to keep from being eliminated. 
This is achieved in this case by interlocking fields 
of fire on the plateau of Hill 132. The Russian 
has almost complete freedom of movement on 
any of the other boards. The only exceptions are 
a few Rilltop hexes of no value in this situation. 
The plateau itself i s  well suited to defense, and 
setting up the interlocking fields of fm without 
regard for the approachw allows the German to 
make the most of the few units he has. 

Because all German units are either in the 
woods or town hexes the Russian playe~ is forced 
to wme up on the plateau, first to spot and then 
destroy. The Rusxian cavalry is excellent for this 
purpose since they are capable of dispersing a 
fort quite easily. Once this is accomplished the 
tanks can move up on the plateau fm the kill. It 
is the task of the German infantry to keep a 
close watch on the Russian cavalry and attack 

psychological effect of such an  occurrence can be 
devastating to his morale. 

The Russians can attack this position from any 
one of three directions (North, Southeast, pr 

Southwest) with the target being any one of the 
three forts, or they may try to go after all the 
units not in forts. This will give them a marginal 
victory if successful but such an attack requires 
two assaults, one in the woods and one in the 
town. A dual attack such as this is tricky and the 
time is very short. It can work if the luck of the 
game goes in his favor and he is a skilled player. 

Rather than try to prepare for all assaults keep 
in mind that the only mobility the German has is 
the infantry stacks, don't  overextend or commit 
them too soon or they may not be able to reach 
critical areas in time. This defense isn't foolproof 
but most of the time the Russian will be checked 
and forced, as time runs out on him, into a 
desperate attack with all the forces he can 
muster, rushing the plateau. It is in just such an 
attack as this that he will feel the full force of 
the imploded defense. 

GERMAN DEPLOYMENT 

Mlns$ 0-4. V-7. W-5, W-6 Infa* Stacks 
Blocks T-7. U-4. U-7. V-6 P-5, P 4  

Command Pmt Securiry 
Fort No. 1 U-8 8BmmAnti-Tank Gun Subchinsgun 

Qued ZCmm Flak Gun Eng~wnr 

Fort No- u-6 Command Pmt Infsntrvl&tillsry 
BBmmAnti-Tenk Gun G t ~ k  
2 h r n  Flsk Gun !mnm Flak 

SscuriN 
Command Pmt 

Fort No. 3 R-5 Wmm Anti-Tank Gun 
%m Anti-Tank Gun Q 
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SERIES REPLAY 

PARTICIPANTS: Randall Reed, Donald Lowry 
JUDGE: Dave Roberts 

This SERIES REPLA Y is probably the best 
played game of the series to date. Without a 
doubt, the players and judge are of the highest 
caliber. However, perhaps for that veryreuson it 
may prove hard to follow. To aid you in 
organizing the exhaustive commentary which 
follows, the comments ofthe three parties hove 
been ser in 3 separate type faces; that of the 
neutral judge being italic. His formal in this 
commentary w m  to make each move, read each 
phyefs comments, and then make his own. 
Since the game was unfinklaed when delivered 
to him with the Germans claiming victory and 
the Americans not admitting defeat, the judge 
was asked to declare a winner which he did 
without too much trouble. 

Both the American and Germonplayer havea 
habit of analyzing the other's move prior to 
making comments on their own move. They 
also are analyzing the situation before and after 
the attacks are resolved. This, combined with 
their widely varying writing styles makes follow- 
ing along somewhat of n chore. We have 
reduced the type face in some areas to make 
these breaks more recognizable. 

It should also be poinred out :hut no 
American turns areshown - only the Germam' 
since it is they who control the initiative. Where 
American attacksnaay confuse the issue they are 
notated in rhe underlying captions. 

GERMAN 16 AM 

I. My weakest attack is the 1-1 against 7-81 1 10. I t  should 
be 2-1 or 3-1 to block road going north. Only-no more 
troops! Only advantage of 1-1 is small percentage of big 
AMlSretreat and good ENGAGE percentage. Disadvan- 
tage i s  the 30% (PBM) chance of A BACK. 

2. 1 could move lss/4south tosupport attack on 281 110 
at 2-1, but this would allow I4/CAV to make a counter- 
attack which could block an attack on St. Vith by the 
northern German forces. Otherwise, there is a decent 
probability for a clear road to St. Vith. 

3. With the attacks constructed as they are, there i s  no 
place for the 2761DIV to attack. 1 feel guilty about 
wasting the troops; very inefficient. Could really use i t  in 
the center, but 281 109 blocks the road. 

4. Attacks on 941393 & 395 may look bad at first sight 
(ie 3-1 could make it retreatable to the Monschau- 
Malmedy road and thus deployable in the centw) but i t  
gives a better percentagethanloweroddsattacks. That is ,  
only a Dback 1 and Dback 2 are bad results. At 2-1 the 
chances of these are 50%. at 3-1 they are 30%. Also, 2-1 
has the A back 1 possibility. The Road between Elsen- 
born and St. Vith must be blocked at all costs. 

5 .  Basically. my attack plan provides for a 70% chance 
of bottling up everything inthe north duringthefirst turn. 
I t  all hinges on that one attack ... 

The openlrrg turn shows the German ut~lizing all 10 of their 
allotted attacks end to good advantage. Four U.S. units are 
irnmedately Eliminated andafifth.the106/423.isforcedmanack 
at 1-6 surrounded thus assuriw another American cssualfy. 

G E R M ~  ionH AT~ACKS: 

ATTACKING EFEWllNG 
UNITS UHm O w r  ncrur 

1SSEPela ZPG 9W393 >1 082 
26 DIU SW906 a1 
96s WV. 82 DIV z/au a1 DE 

PA1 
,,....,, - , 

2/23 1-1 A&1 

1 1 1-2 .. 
bA1 

3W Dlv 1M/423 1-1s Con 

79,277.32- IDB/4Z2 3-1s PE 
M 9  

M~ /Z  3/14,15 - ZWIOII 8-1 DM 
167 Mv,352/'I(L4 A44 
2 /7  8 9MnDB 

l2dlv - m/lI -1 1\81 
DAl  

I. Twovery badthings happened,atl hingingon thalnttackagaihrt ik 

991393 & 395: the D back 2 allows t h a t  units to dcploy southward. 
Alao, my worstfearaabout the 1-1 a ~ i n s t 2 8 /  110 were realizedwith an 

A back mult.  If Ihat attack had suwtdcd. Iht tntirt 261 DIV would br 
in thc bag, 

2 As 1 see it,  he has poor deployment pogsibililics lor 281Ihv and 
4IDiv. With the Wi l tz -CIcmu~ ~d cut. 9 IARM will have trouble 
deploying in front of Clervaux. But with 2 regiments ot thc 99)DIV 
availablc, thcrc w~l l  bc no rnasgivc bmkthrough. 

AMERICAN INITIAL COMMENTS: 
1 find the German aaack to be very effective and 

well thought out. The assault on the 2nd and 99th 
Divisions is extremely efficient. However, i t  leaves 
insufficient power for use against the 14th Cav and 
the 106th Div. The flaw here isthat attack#5, the 1-1 
on the 106/423. has a 30% chance of ending in A 
Back, which would allow the defender to advance to 
UU7 1. If this happens, I can, on my move, bring the 
14th Cav out to SS11 and join with the 106/423 in a 
1-4 attack on the 1 SS/4 and 560/916 with an 80% 
chance of an A Backor engaged, which wouldfreethe 
14th Cavalry to join in the defense of St. Vith. The 
14th Cav, the mow mobile unit in the game, would be 
a very valuable unrt to save. Further, the attack 
against the 106/422 at only 3-1 allows a 20%chsnce 
of "Engaged," stalling 6 of his regiments for a t  least 
one turn. 

Another weakness in this setup is that theonly unit 
in a position to outflank St. Vith from the south next 
turn is Lehr/lPzGr and he can be blocked by a reg't 
from Clervaux, unless these are cut off from the 
Clervaux-Bastogne road by the results of attack #7. 
The 3/15 at PPl9 doesn't have enough movement 
factors to do the job. 

I assume the 8th attack is for the 30% chance of 
tying up the defender with a n  engaged. The supplies 
would have been better used in  a 1-1 on 4/f 2 & 16. 
Then an engaged would tie up two units instead of 
one, and in a much more exposed position. Neither do 
I see the logic behind the 3-1 for attack # I  0. 1-1 
against 2 or all 3 regiments of the 4th Div. would 
make more sense. The German has wisely used all 10 
attacks allowed him. Since each turn affects the 
options available in subsequent turns, the first turn 
can open or close more options than any other inthe 
game. 

The major advantage to his move is the go& 
chance of killing quite a few Americans-an average 
of 4.34 units with 17.36 factors. His losses should 
average out to 1.4 units with 6.4 factors. However, 
due to his letting 2 regiments of the 4th Div, gofree, a 
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on the 12/23 with hbs 9/CW and 28/1 Dg made possible bvthe German advsnoe after combst in his 

fair chance of the 14th Cavgetting loose, and the poor l6AM ~ m e r i c a n - ~ o n ' s m o w  of t h 4 r h  ~ivisionshows AFTERMATH 
psi t ion for flanking St. Vith. I'd prefer a different thefurili~ofihesingle3-1 ugaimt 418. Alihough Randy's wen, rveU in ccntcr, L*rar nm with me, b-> in 
setup. However. I do envy his attacks on the 2nd and advance here might seem to k a victory, acruelly it was sou* or on attack s ~ n s t  the 2B,D1V, 99th Divs. It remains to be seen if hecan successfully simply a wasted attack. 7he 4th iE free iu  m o w  to  any 
transfer all that power from the north to a more place it would hove wanred to mow even r t h e  altack COMMENm: important area in the next few turns without letting hadn'r h e n  made. 7he onlygoodresult wouldhaw been There no real surpriBs in the German move. the 2nd and 99th loose. Engaged. but this wouidhawbeenmorelikelyar I - I ,  and T~~ attack on 28th Diu is probably in of an Though I had to give more ground than I liked, more economical. On the other hand, run Engagedhad ..Engaged" to keep these units from scattering in his especially in the Clsruaux area, all roads are blocked. been obtnined against 4/IZ and/or 4/16, the advance path. Again he used all of his and wisely so. and only the 99/393 can be surrounded. I placed it at with the 3-1 ~ a i n s t  418 wouldhaw achievedsome~hing. After checking the his I - he has SSI3 instead of St.Vith toblockthe roadasfareastas ?7ie American places 41 I2 in MM33, which ir asfar a,gin lucked out wirh an 4, Note that his possible. This is where having only 3 movement forward o~ he con place it without being subject ro calculated to surround the 4,8, The factors at PP19 and no one at QQ17 hurts the surroautding. I would haw sacrflwd #/I2  in QQ32. "Contact" against the 28th Div prwents of it German; no one can get to St. Wth from the south1 Where it ir. ir should be atlacked at 8-1, and 7m of the 

rime ii will be bul tke German from Proceeding to NN20 this turn to replace the 
German-Agre@ing with Don "lock have g~ined needless ground. However $41 12 survives, m 1 OW424 which is needed elsewhere. Notice how the 

wwx "very rffective and well thought-out," PdslilI like to  mn seems to hop, German willgnin ground ofewn ~osi t ion of my g/CCB blocked a long advance when 
thr0~'  in 2r worth. The German presented wiih greater adwnloge and be half way to ~ ~ ~ t ~ l ~ ~ ~ ,  9/CCA had to retreat. 

I am still hard pressed because of his long advance Prospect Of immedkte mlvsive brenkthrough. Every l think Don seriously mishandkd rhr 28ih in moving Brier mmbat turn and have had to give ground artack should be designed 10 maximire rharpro~pect. The them 1 ~ ~ ~ 4 ,  ney could, ad should haw moved lo 
key attacks nre those on 281 109 and 991393-395; 5 ; ~  countepr-.rrac~ing I-Z with 7m to faster than I'd like. However, the situation is still not 
breuklhrough requires success in boih of these. Buth a solid block on the vilal CIervaux-hs,ogne out of hand and substantial reinforcements from both 
players are clearlyf~lly awareof thu. The German has the D~~ has let ~~~d~ ahancl hap-woy hstogne north and south next turn should stab1 lire things 
optimum ortack on 281 109. but I was sui-p~ised that opposition! 9, .PCA coLl,d hove bee,, pushed up Somewhat. 
neither noticed that 4-1 is !he best ot~ack against 991393- ,, IqU(tre to Im, With the I-Zprobably covering The 1 - 1 attack am making is, of course, with the 
395 wing their interpretation of !he rprrwt rules. 5-1 is C k r v a ~ - B a s l o g n ~  rad anyway, CCB c,o,,ld 0bJecf of Occupying the hexes from which I'm at- 
po~sible, but figaged at 4- I is better than Contact at 5-1 bwn plmd to good efect JJ3a tacking in  order to block a German advance across 
berouse on Contocr, 991393-395 willsimpbmow to QQ9 28th ip waged in ~ ~ 2 4  it be diFasIer- country toward Houffalize. This has a 70% chance. I 
or QQlo. but on f igwed  0; 4-1 991393-395 m t ~ ~ l  in 99/395 mrrectly plawd in 0010, rather ~ h ~ , ,  say moved 7/CCRto LaRochein case it isneededmuthof 
piaw in theundoubledsquareandrirk beingsurrolmded. W 1 ~ ,  In ir canonlybe attacked,-rorn md :;:;,";e next time and the Houffalize road becomes 
or counter-all ack out and risk elimination or reireat e ~ e e u r  ive~y blocks road. I would hove mowd the 2nd 
fou~ard Moorhau risks Exchange Of a Oiviriun to PP6 rother than PP7. FoIioved by 006. LL9, 

IIPM Don no *urprises in armor piece and culs down on the possible sirengih in 
TTI I to block in 141 Cav. 4-1 ir an improvement owr3-I 0, ,, ,,, lhar il 's hrdfor Americans ro do Randy3 m o w ,  just sound tactics. Rand~k  move of his 
by one fewer undesirable D back 2, and no Contact, und anythinggood when the G~~~~~~~~ Ihpcritica~advanee 6211d to  QQJ d@monflraf@s the weakness o f ' h n ' s  mow 
n'ith tht results acrtrolly given would haw won for rhe adjacanr ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  and ,hat D~~ mrrde a good mow, 30 PP7 rathe? than PP6 with fhe 2nd. The 1061424gpifing 
Germans on the first rurn. bur it could have been be~ter. oflscor free d~monsrrates the flaw of Rand~~'splacement 

I oIso question the use of 8-1 agoins! 2/38. 6-1 ir un the Our Riwr of Lehr/l ond especiol1.v 3/ 15. Wirh rhe 
~yrlicienrtoguarani@erheobjeaiveagainsr2ndDivision, GEFMAN16PM I -  I againsr 9/ CCB Randy hopes to open up a possible big 
and the use oJiower odds here(economyo~force~permits Basically, I to attack the 28, DIV at , - I  since the a d ' ~ " n ~ ~ e  in atlock aagfmf 9/CCa. This is a well 

engineered attack  hat could have been devusraring, jhe 4-1againsr W13g3-J95 curtingsirengthfrom only charm to bag the division is to engage i t  u that it ia ih.tagne and HoNaIizpl TTI I, blocking Id/ Caw. BY the way, the Germam also may be surrounded in the next turn, 
took a neediem risk with 18/36 in T79. With Engaged or Randy gets !he rout uguinsr 9ICCA. but alas, the altack 
Conraci qajnsr 99/393-395, they could haw munter- 2. MY thinking now is contantrating on pinning down against PICCB bogs dou>n, and :he day is saved for the 
ottocked Ron&) pieces on SS9, permitting 14/Cav to and d-tro~ing as many units as pouible. &st chances Atnerican. 
move 10 SSIO with a 1-2. PIacing 18/36 on UW Seem to be in the center and in  the South. The norlh is The attack on 4/ I2 shouldhave been at 8- 1. Apparenl- 
guarantees its objective and prevents this ntedl@ss risk. going to be lough to crack because he can $0 easily !I. Randy made this attack in the misroken impression that 

I would haw to agree with the Rrnericon about !he reinforce it. he 11'0uld be able ro cur ofl 418 n'ith the advance. 
undesirabi1it.v of ihe 1-1 agaimr 28/110. Inadditionro hi8 mAHm's-'tracws' Evidenr(14 the attaek on 4/ I6 mvus &signed ro assist in 
oherwtion rhar Engaged wold  be more usgui a g ~ ~ i m t  gy$yD" "' curring "ff 418, and Randy chose 2-I odds to avoid 
4/12-15, a D back 2 wouldhaw freed this unit in spite o j  ,,,: ,,, gen M 

Exchange. Aside frotn rhe fuel lhat there war no chance to 
the German's maximum Iuck againsr 281109. A sirigle 1 rwsla=l= rut ofl4/8, this altack should haw been 3-I. With the 
unir in 0023 w~ouldhawachieved Rand,v'Ss~atedobjec/iw hhtli w14 - - Americon hurring so badIy fur units. the Exchange mwuld 
of pprewnring the 281h from moving north, withour ; ; ~ ~ , ~ { ~ ~  befar herrcr for the Germon at thispoinr. The extruJorce 
wasring an orrack. 

~7,352 DW- 
cuuld be uhralned hjh reducing the attack on 91 CCB to I -  

Laslly. 106/422 should be a~racked a1 5-1, since 2, and utilizing Lehrll P.G.. and 12/23, which are 
Emgaged here couM he crippling. And the 276Ih should 5m h,m z 61 DM m10.u% u.asred. In.facr I.2123, asplared, on[l? makes rhe German 
certainlv haw been wed! s/9 r n d w  pusition uheuker. With 9lCCB Engoged. an atlark and 
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am: AFRlKA KORPS mle~:f7.0 
REGIMENTAL-BAlTALION 

LEVEL GAME OF THE 
AFRICAN CAMPAIGN 1 941 -42 

INSTRUCTIONS: R e a l l  Eatanrim by placiw a 
wrnber ranging from 1 throylh g In t h e  q- 
wopriate spam to t h e  rigM (1 muting -1- 
lent: 5-average: and 0-tmlble). EXCEPTION: 
Rate itsm No. 10 in terms of minuter neemn/ 
ta play game as rewrded In 1Uminute incre- 
ment& EXAMPLE: If ym'w found t h a t  it taker 
trm and a half hours to play PRANCE 1940, you 
mruld dw it a GAME LENGTH rating of "15." 

hrtic[pste in these reviews only if you are 
familiar wi* the game In qusrtlon. 

 he miew shest may M Eut out, photoeop~ed, j 
or rnmly drawn on a a p m  sheet of pspr .  r 
Mail it m cur 4517 HarIwd Road addres wlth I 
your mntest entry or opponents wanted ad. Yak  j 
mch conewondenca m the anention of the R & : I o ~ewnmsm I ! 

I 
j Gene to k reriwd newt: 1 

Opponents 
Wanted 
.ni 

STATE 
I 

W e b  ex-lng gowlng palm. M m  sukcdberp mesns more Wenr A&. W W ~  fisr don't haw h space I 
fw e w  s u b s m i  m wax nbmrlEal as in Wm past. To meke it e a # ~ ~ ,  and more m i 4 1  for dl ! 
mwemd, uue intmthffe the Mini&. 

1) Print your clty and m in Bm A a h .  
2) Iwrl COW whBI. mquimd on l i m  pmvidd. 
3) PrlM your  me and addrerr whom Indicatsd. 

Wamdds will be sacepted only when prlnmd 3n this fm. 

LOYAL SUBSCRIBER DISCOUNT STAR 
Thls star when "stapled" to your order entltles you to free postage for any Avdon 

Hill parts order with a mlnlmum order of $1.00. 
Thestar must be actually stapled to the order toearn credit. I f  you merely includeit 

in your envelope and tt becomes loat in the mailsortlng procms here you will not 
recelve credit for it. REPEAT - STAPLE It to your order. * YoI. 10. 10. 6 Mar-Air 1974 * 

Y Y Y ~ Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y ~ ~ Y Y Y Y Y Y Y ~ Y . y Y Y Y ~ Y  
READER FEEDBACK 

This iasue represents the cornplation of the f i r ~ t  year of the improwd, 26 ppformat of i 
the GENERAL. Before we embark into the nen stageof our improvement process(tok : 
marked by next issue's expansion to 34 pp), you can help us decide what we did right i 
and wrong during the past year. By ratlng the followinQ subjudr on a 1-10 =ale (1 : 
equating excellent, and 10 turriblrr)you canshow us where we wentwrongand whatto i 
emphasize in future issues. Participate i n  this Reader Feedbackonly if you haveall 6of i 
the Volume 10 issues as only thorn cards mrnplately filled out will be processed. i 

The Issue As A Whole: 
Val. 10, No. 1 - 
Vol. 10, No. 2 - 
Vol. 10, No. 3 - 
Val. 10. No. 4 - 

BEST ARTICLE: 
CAMPAIGN AT WATERLOO - 
ADVANCED BISMARCK A 
D-DAY DEFENDED - 
LUFIWAFFE ANALYSIS - 

Vol. 10. No. 6 - 
Vol. 10. No. 6 - 

SERIES REPLAY {which one) - 
LEYTE GULF - 
OPERATIOM CRUSADER - 
ANATOMY OF A DEFENSE- 
PORTRAIT OF A GAME - 

SERIES REPLAYS: DESIGN ANALYSIS: I i PANZERBLITZ PREVIEW: - Duncan's Return to Gaming: - 
MIDWAY: - Pournelle's FRANCE '40 Critique - I 1914: - Show's Matrix Concept - 
STALINGRAD: - Reed's Richthofen's Variant - I 1 AFRIKA KORPS: - . Zmhi 's  CRT Analysis - , i BULGE:- Plnsky's Eulgs Recap - 

I I Because less than 10% of the readership participates in the contests we ore 
I : considering dropping them i n  favor of more room for varlant counters and 
I ! fuedback forms. Indicate your choices below. 
r I 
r ! D r o p  the contests 
I :  I ____Continue the contens Circle One 

I 

! ~f the wntests were d r 0 ~ ~ e d  I tw t l u~c~~  i 

Plam a"1" next to your flrstchoice, a"2"nexttoyour second,andaM3" next toyour 
third choice for the k s t  three artlcles of thls issue. 

NAME {in all caps) I I 
I 
I 

STREET PHONE I 
>I 

I 

I - AVALON HILL PHILOSOPHY 
1 - GUADALCANAL . . . 
j G O L D  RUSH! 
I L PANfERBLlTZ REVISITED AVALON HILL 
- SERIES REPLAY - BULGE 4517 HarlPrd Road. BalCmore, I d .  21214 j DESIGN w L Y s I s  

I A REALISTIC SOLUTION 
j - BLITZKRIEG INVASION POSSIBILITIES 
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The German 17PM turn suoeaeds in destroying the 2W110 & 
112 in a 8-4 surrounded attack. But a ''Contact" and "Engaged" 4 against the American defeders ln the sou* sets th stagefor 

[ a m i  crucial U.S. caurn~ranac*I 7/CCB & CCR and IOICCB 
manage only an "Engaged agalnst 352/703 st 4-1 surrounded 

German uses a 2-1 against them, in which ease they would 
have 0 20% to breakout iftheirmnks had been prore~ted~ 
71CCR should have buiii the fort in DD24 NO W!! 7here 
may well not be anothef chance. With this m o w  the 
Americam have gotten themselves in deep !rouble. 

GERMAN 17 PM 

Comments on American 17 AM: Very excitlng turn. I 
made a big mlstake in having the 326/5b2 with the 

[ 277jDlV because a D back I result against the 9ssl I8 
, would have result4 in  its elimination. All in all, his 
1 expectd counterattack went badly: H e  lost ALL 
i attacks-the ENGAGED against the 218 & S t  13 wlll cost 

him the 106142.4 at 1-7 odds because he will be hard- ' 
pressed to renew it at safe odds. 1 think this was his 
weakest turn; the commitment of the IOlARM against 

I the 217 was 111-concitvcd. He could very well lose the 
entire IOIARM because of it! The placement of 7/CCA 
must have been a gross oversight. There is no reason to 
sacrifice THAT unit. The attack by 281 110& 1 I2,whiIeit 
could have succeeded (20% chance), also could have cost 
him the 9/CCA, given a D back 3 result. 

1. Hopefully, with these 17 PM attacks 1 can begin to 
drastically curtail his maneuverability. &sides those 
attacks against the surrounded units, all other attacks 
haw the purpose of cutting roads (thus isolating the 
center of his line) supported by aquick thrust through the 
south. 

2. TRICK MOVE: By switching Is$/ Pieperto the south 
(for the extra movement factor needed in the southern 
thrust) a turn is cut off the time needed to develop that 
move. Also, reinforcing the engaged in center forcesa 1-7 
attack by the 1061424, thus saving a German attack. 

f AFTERMATH 

t ' Ri#ppoietod with tht results. 1 am not datroying Americnn unitsfast 
enough. Each small delay is a small victory for the other side 

AMERICAN 17PM COMMENTS: 
The results of my lam attacks were less than hoped 

for to be surel At least the 1-1 before Bastogne didn't 
result in a retreat. which is something to be thankful 
for. My gamble in  the south backfired andthe German 
has turned it to his advantage. If he has reasonably 
good luck I muld be crippled this turn. 

thus doomlng the 4/16 which must attack at 1-5 from its 
surrounded position. 1 O/CCA which must attack at 1-3 surround- 
ed is ternporarlly saved from a sim~lar fate by a "Contact". 
Elsewhere, the 4 / 1 2  engages 3521704 at 1-1 and tha 99/395 is 
retreated to 1116 sftsr roslng a 1-1 anad on the 560/915, the 

German occupying LL14qut the r e a  crusher comes when the 
1/18 attacks 9SS/18, 326/582 at 1-3 and is foroed to r e t r s a t t ~  
EE27 with the defenders taking the vacatadgquars and openlna a 
hole In the ~ m d i c e n  Ilnss. 

Ah-his luck was no better than mine. Getting 
down to my own turn now, the counterattack on his 
352/703 is, of wurse, primarily to open an escape 
route for my surrounded units. It hasthe addadbonus 
of a 60% chance of eliminating his 4-3 at no cost to 
me. The attack by my 4/12 isdesignedtoputthat unit 
where he can't be surrounded, while, if it doesn't 
have to retreat, keeping its zone of control on the 
Bastogne-Diekirch road. This will prevent him from 
sending units now southof my 411 2 tothe Bastogne 
from in one turn, or vice versa. 

The 1 OW424 is placed so as to block the Bastogne- 
HoufFalize road and thus lrrnit any attackon Bastqne 
to two hexes. This will keep him from getting odds of 
better than 2-1 there given the number of unitsthat 
can reach it. I'm hoping I can hold Bastogne long 
enough to bring up the airborne divisions. Note that 
the two glider regiments were sent up towards 
Rochefort. These will form the nucleus of defense in  
the Marche-Hotton La Roche area. 

The attack by my 1 /18 is with the 40% hope of 
getting an "Engaged" or "Contab" which would 
allow that unit to be doubled behind the river and 
insure the same bonus for 1 /26 .  The worst that can 
happen is a retreat, and the position of 1 /26 insures 
that only the 9SS/18 and 326/562 can cross the 
river this turn anyway. Note that the 7/CCA is 
engaging 5 German infantry regiments and blocking 
the St. Vith-LaRoche road. This insures that only the 
6-4's and the 277thVG Div can attack my 9/CCA. 3-1 
are thusthe bestoddshecangetthere, whrch insures 
against any long advance-and the only way the 
9/CCA can be eliminated is an "Exchanga" which 
would take at least 8 German factors. If he sends one 
reg't of the 277th to join the attack on 7/CCA he can 
still get 3-1 on 9/CCA but then an exchange would 
cost him 10 factors! 

Finally, the attack by my 99/395 is the only 
effective position that unit can take up that can't be 
surrounded next time. And even if i t  must nowretreat 
t h ~  will still put him out of danger-for at a road 
intersection the retreating unit has the choice of 
roads and I'll take the one to Stavelot. 

GERMAN PREVIEW OF 

AMERICAN 17 PM: 
1. 1 cannot understand why he persists in committing 
the 101ARM and other units in  the south like that. When 
1 failed to cut off the 10/ARM in  its turn of entry, I 
assumed he would have shoved it up to the center, but he 
wants to stand and scrap it out with me! That's fine with 
me. I'd much ratherfight the IO/ARM now,in the open, 
then in  the Bastogne hills. 1 do not think his counterat- 
tacks in  the south are nearly so effective as they would be 
if my units were pinned up against the'Martelanp River', 
for example. My  casualty situationis great-I'm virtually 
unscathed, so I can easily afford to take casualties in the 
south in the next few turns. Nailing the 3521703 is not 
going to upset my plans. 

2. He's doing some pretty hairy things in his attacks. 
The 1-3 involving the 11 I8 vs. 9ssl18 & 3261562 could 
open a BIG hole (30% chance). The 1-1 involving 991395 
vs 58(1(815 allows me to grab Spa (via a D+I onto the 
roadlrough terrain hex) ~f he gets an A back 2 result. 

AFTERMATH 

S u m b k  E~pcia l ly  In the three areasdigfusscdabove. Hopclully. I can 

do a little crumhing of my own now. 

Roberis' Commentur.~ 
17PM German-Another strong move of Randyk He 
shou ,~  good strategic insight in wheelit~g his 
punzergrenadiers past Vielsolm and hitting I /  18. He 
shuuld Prove added 326/562 to this attack to makc it ihe 
optipnum 6-1 odds to try tognin moximumgroundor a D 
Elim, bur m the event, he would have only gained onc 
square anyway. 

Apporent1.v Run# had misplaced 104 /4?4 in EE30. 
cmhich expiarm the confused tactics there. Instead of 
adding lhe 12th Division t o  the Engaged in FF3U and 
attacking EWI, I would have added my twu heaviest 
units to the EPIgogement, attacked PJCCA ar 3-1, and the 
remnanr of the 28th at the best availableodds. RandystiII 
has extru strength waszed in ?he rear whiie hesitating to 
risk Exchange a! 3-1. Thefinul dernfie of the 28th is !he 
almosi inevitable result of zhe way Don has mirhandied 
!hB division, starzing with zke error ofpiacing it in MM24 
rarher than irying to block the Ckrvou-Basragne road 
from LL26. Most of Dun's troubles in ?he center stem 
directl.v,from that misiake. 

Don comments, "Randy's lurk wasn't much berrer 
than mine." In fuct Randy go! the worst possible result in 
every battle excepr zhe 6-Is agaimt the 28th. Thir could 
have been Exchange! Nev@rtheless the German retaim 
excellent pro~pet ts .  

17PM American-Don is working RimselJin deeper with 
attacks tha! Randy aptly describes as "hairy." I must 
admit that the concepr of the 1-3 by 1 / 18 was ingenius. 
"moking do  with nothing," But {her@ is no need 20 put 
himself in the position where hr must do  this B.v 
cmon!inuing to pour units inlo the "bor;omlesspit"suu!h 
uj'MarreIange. I can'z imagine what he was rhinkiilg in the 
Spa sector. One unit of the 2nd could hove s~.reened 
Randy's dlnd, and onorker been used to bed-up zhe 
Molmedy-Stavelor line. Luck seems ro hc again*! 
cverybudy in this game. First Rondv, and then Don gels 
rlne nmursz possible luck! 

GERMAN 18 AM 

1. This i s  the attrition turn. I feel that 1 am very close to 
splitting his seams. I can possibly destroy six units this 
turn (33 factors). More importantly, I can starve him of 
units to defend the center sector. Once he is split, 1 can 
push a light screen towards the Mewe River, set up a 
defensive screen on his weakpst flank, and attempt to 
rapidly eliminate his units on h i s  strongest flank. 
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The axe begins to fall wlth the German 18AM turn. Four units; 
1 O/CCA. 7/CCA, 1 /la, snd 99/395are eliminatedoutright whl le 
lwo "Engages" and s large advance north of Basmgne further 
complrcate the situsuon. The American is getting desperate and 
replies i n  his turn  wl th  7 low odds attacks. The first, a 1-1 
surrounded wl th  the 10 t s t  Airborne and lO/CCB and 7/CCB 

2. The mis takes  hemadelast turnare catching up to him 
very quickly. At the strong risk of losing the 9ss/ 18.1 can 
bottle up those two divisions coming in from the north. 
But 1 must be able to take Manhay before those division: 
pass through it! Touch and go now. 

GERMAN 1 U A H  ATTACW: 

AFTERMATH 

Aguln DISASTER! How could so many surroudod attack5 d~minatc  
so few American units7 I t  Looka a& i f  I could be tied down on the 
offrnaive ro'mopping up'actions. 1 musl punch through before 19 AM! 

AMERICAN 18AM COMMENTS: 
After seeing the results of my attacks I am feeling 

very frustrated. His 352/703 survives a 4-1 sur- 
rounded thanks to an "Engagedv-a mere 20% 
possibility. Th~e leaves the escape route blocked for 
my surrounded troops and eliminates my 4/16! 

To add insult to injury, the 1 / I 8  retreats and Randy 
has used atechniwlity of the rulesto retreat him to an 
unexpected position leaving a hole wide open in my 
center. The problem is that the "Explanation of 
Tournament Game Battle Results" defines "Back" 
thusly. "Same as in the BasicGamewiththefollow~ng 
important addition: whenever possible losing units 
must be retreated to and/or along the nearest road. 
Where there is more than one roadequidistant, and st 
intersections, the loser has the choice of retreat 
route." This neglects to include giving the loser a 
choice of directions when retreated to a road other 
than at an intersection. So, insead of being able to 
retreat the 1 /I8 north along the road I have to watch 
it move south and leave a road wide open. 

His move 1s very effective, and it is clear t cannot 
hold Bastogne much longer. He has reachedtheedge 
of clear terrain wh~ch will aid his advance con- 
siderably. This isthe polnt inthegamewhere I belleve 
many American players go wrong. Any attempt to 
maintain a connected front between the Germans 
and the Msuse will be extremely difficult from now 
on. So don't try. 

against the German 167th Div. and 3/14, meets wi th  succes- 
causing the first German casuslties of the gams. The 4/12 which 
supported thesnsck wl th  a 1-1 us. 352/704 is retreated to EE34. 

Elsewhere the Amerlcan is not ss successful His 2-1 surround- 
ed on tha 9SS/18 meets w ~ t h  an "Engaged" as do the 10/CCR. 

82/505 & 508 whlch anack 12/24at  3-1.108/424rnanagssonly 
a "Contact" against 328/512 In  its 1-1 attack while the 82/504 
w h ~ c h  attacks 2/17 at 1-2 is retreated to CC33 The American 
prepares t o  build forts with hisglider t r o w s  which aresent toV28 
and S29- tw far  west to be seen i n  th~s view. 

He must move towardsthe Meuse in orderto fulfill 
the victory conditions. If I pull back tothe nonh and 
south, instead of west, I avoid confrontation with his 
larger units while maintaining a threat to his supply 
lines and stay closer to my reinforcements. Naturally, 
1 cannot just let him move directly to the Meuse, so 1 
will place delaying units in  his path to slowhim down 
while waiting for my reinforcements. The point is, if I 
stay between him and the Meuse he can chew up my 
smaller force white always advancing toward his 
objective. When I assume a flanking position he can 
do one or the other but not both. If he continues to 
move westward with most of his panrers he exposes 
 IS supply lines to counterattack. 

To increase this threat I need to confine him to as 
few supply lines as possible. Since all roads to the 
Meuse must pass through either Bastogne. DD24 or 
CC18 1 will try to hold Bastogne and CC18 as long as 
possible. I'm gettlng ready to prepare fortresses at 
Marche and Honon to delay his move up the middle 
through DD24. If I canconfine him to thisone, central 
supply line my chancesof cutting it with a counterat- 
tack are greatly enhanced. 

German Review of Arnericnn l B  A M  Move: 

He r c m s  lo  be a t lempt ingdsprat~on- tyv  measures. Ycl, on s ~ o n d  
look, what is so d t r ~ r n t c  about a 7m chancc o l  stopping my 
breakthrough? (rclcrcnce to the [06/424 vs. 326:562 attack) I cun get 

hurt r a l l y  bad here. I expecttd the 2-1 w. rny9ssl  IE. My wish is that i t  
cnn j u a  hold on until rclicred. I Corepaw the pmsibilily of the attack 
againsttht 1671 D l V  & 3; 14,butit i~achancrthalmust betaken. I must 
always k slll(rcssive i n  the face of hiscountcr-attacks. Asn sidc-light. I 
havc been wa ing  a quict, good-humored, propag;mdulpsychological 
warfare campaign agwnst Don i n  the rnargma of the PBM sheet! in 

which I swrar to Lake h t o g n e  by xtorm. This i% a ploy. I ha= no 
intcntlons of attempting l o  lilkc hstogne with a h~ghadds frontal 
aasaull. I am hoping hc wil l  bcint imidatd intodcirnd~ng Easlognctoo 
hmvily. l o  hr cul off by thequicksouthern thrust.(Onereason why I am 
not hot-LC-trot ~n thc south-yet.) Ge rmn  lmses nil. I'm In very good 
rhupc. 9s: 18 MUST hold thc intcrxctlon at CC-18! 

Ewd, what luck that man hus! BOTH of his 1-1 atracks worked for him. 
Thirteen Germen [actors down the drain with no Gcrman 
brmkthrou&h. The only t h~ng  palvaged dut of \his turn w e  that 
purgcous ENGAGED againvt thc 9sri 18. I must dim it. but thc 
IWl424 block* lhc way and 1 havccn~ged  theY/CCA in  the Vielsalm 

pap. 

18AM German- This is u goudmu\u evcapt ;hat ir to 
rhanle, what if  should hove o r r q c d  tu accomplish with 
rrrlainrj. When La& Luck didn't smile. Randy at.hitvcd 
jirv 1e.w than he should have. 

YSSJ I8 and 3261562 almhiew n panzer leader's dream, 
,f indiw rhemselves suddenb in thc open. zo t heir surprise 

as ntuch as an,vunc's. Knowing t haz today 's goodfortune 
may be tomorrow's adversity, !he nmise plaver analyzes a 
"gfr" situation with rhe same careful rhoroughness rhar 
he uses on any ufher. Randy indicares zhat he considers 
Munhaj to be ofgreufest impovrance here, bur I mn'f see 
why. Lu Rochc is,juif as important a roadjuncturc and 
hus the grear addirional advantage of brenehiw rhe 
Ourrhe. Besides, 326J562 can reach La Ruche. Ieaving 
9SS/18 10 suppon Ihe attack on 9/ CCA. lf'277/55# oprd 
9SS/ I0 are alsu used against Y/ CCA, its des!rucrion b 
assured at 5-1. The onlypoini in orracking 1 /16  couldbc 
to block the refrear o f  99/395. Surely it war more 
inlporrant to assure zhe destrut~ion oJ9/CCA,  !he only 
unir [hat cman block depIo.vmenr qfmassive Germanforces 
in this ~.ritiral area. Evm as given. 9SS/IO should hove 
otrarmked P/CCA inszcud of I / 16.277/554 was adequate 
ro block the refrcat qf 991395, and the odds againsl 
9/ CCA uvouId rhen hove heen 3-1, and in fact rt would 
have been destroyed it would hove risked on exchange of 
I0 fur 7, bur rhaf is of no signifirance here. Insread the 
most UkeIy resulz ohrains in zhe 2-1. Run& is hard/>, 
jusl(fied in culling his luck o "disu$ter,"rt is only what you 
would cxpect. 

 rand,^ also missed the opporruniry tu deslroy 2/g, and 
2/23. Instead qr fhe  I - l  against 1 /16  he could have had a 
surrounded 1-1 ,from H H 1 3  and JJIZ wilk 26/52, and 
560/915,16/51 faking theplace of26/52 in JJI4. Overall. 
this umos a good move, bur it could andshuuld have done 
more. 
18AM American--] was njoJ.1 inieresled in Don's corn- 
menls [his turn. They gu a long way IOU-ord explaining 
sunie of his moves. "Snapping if  our" with Rnndy south of 
Marzetonge, and denuding the center nmere not done 
vifhoullhinkingus I h d u h o ~ g h l ,  but guile intenlionallj. 
Dunk explanation of the rules misunderstanding gee* a 
long v u y  tou,ord explaining ;he ill-fated 1-3 by 1/18! In 
1 his light l have zo change my asre.rsmenr of Don's lusfftw 
muves. were b.r no means as careless as I had 
lhuughr, rtk ,just that Uupr was rhinking along quire 
diferenr lines than I was. I am also inlrigued hr rha 
interface herwetn Dvn'x ron?ments and Randy2 at this 
point. From Don, " . . . confine him to one cenenrral 
supplr line . . " From Rundj', " . . . uttempf ro isulate 
Bastugne and drive in a twin axis lowarrl Har~nn and Ln 
Roche." They horh seetn ro he pioying inzo each olhev's 
hunk!  Where rhr adsan [age lies I can'r sa-v, bur eagerly 
uwair rhe next nluvr. 

Tactic.al(v. Don's move was superb, taking max ip~u~n  
advanra~e qf every u,eokness in Ran&> position. It 
~ ~ o u l r i  h a ~ u  heen jrastinx on the calie (f 821508 had 
rttreufrrl un@ squure intu Bnslu~nc! The n,ay 1061424 
hot rkd up rhe cenzer was especialk nice. There o1wa.1,~ 
seons IU he one painr zhough. 1 / 16 should have cuunrer- 
ulrarkc*d our qfrhe ~ g u ~ e d .  Where if  is ir wilt certoin!l. be 
rle.trlq~,ctl, shcrras an A back 2 or 3 n ~ ~ u l d  save it. 
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attacks lSS/4withB/CCB and 10/CCRat 1-1 and must raraatto 

GERMAN 18 PM 

1 .  MOW is the turn to attempt the breakthrough, the 
hard way, by advance after combat. I t  hinges on two 
attacks; against the 106/42d and against the91 CCA. One, 
preferably both, must be at least an A+3 in such a way as 
to allow me to move (at the bare minimum) next to, or 
into, Manhay. 

2. 1 have a chance to really threaten the nine or so 
regiments in the Bastogne a m  with a big advance in the 
attack against Martelange (esp&Uy if my 'probe' 
against Bastogne works!). 1 find myself. however, a bit 
l i t  on troops to push on through to La Roche (my 
immediate objective in the center). This is due to the 
terrdn in the area and the required committment of 
German units in the Vielsalm gap area and those 
attacking 1061424. I f  my attacks are successful, I will 
attempt to isolate the Bastogne area and drive on a twin 
axes towards Hotton and La Roche. 1 need some A+4s! 

1WGM FI D M  D m m i  
*eyl A A d p r m  

l C i E  2 1  ENG 

AFTERMATH 

I've taken quite a few casualties a a m u l l  of my a l W s .  The attrition 
level is about monnal now, althwgb I'm still m t  in trouble in thal 
dcpanmenl. I was unablt 10 advnncc ncxt lo  Manhay but managed to 

cut the Manhay-Hottoe mud. No advxnce in the aouth. but 
m p m  haa tallen. Thc mgagtd agaim che 1/26 prMods  my Is14 
from a 5urroUMkd attack. 

AMERlCAN 18PM COMMENTS: 
Well. L certainly can't gripe about the results of my 

attacks this time1 Though the "Engaged against the 
9SS/18 is frustrating to say the least, all else went 
quite well, and the Germans start their casualty list 
with a whopping 13 factors1 

His move is again well thought out and effective. 
I'm very disappointed to see Bastogne fall to a 2-1. 
and the "Engaged" against the 1 /26 is troublesome 
because it prevents that unit from falling back to s 
better position. At least his casualty list wntinuesto 
g r o w .  

I had many difficult decisions to make this turn. 
Mostly because there are several things I wanted to 
do with the units in Marche and Hotton, while of 
course. they can performonly one taskat a time. I was 
tempted to moveoneof them toZ23toprotect the unit 
in  Manhayfrom k i n g  surrounded. Unfortunately this 
would not block the Manhay-Hotton road. It would 

also have been nice to have m d  a unit to LaRoche 
to protectthe rear of the 1/26. And Iwould haveliked 
to have moved one to Y32 to surround his 1 SS/4 
block the Bastogne-Marche road. However, I believe 
it is essential to build fonresses now at Hotten and 
Marche before thew positions can be compromised. 

The attack on the 1SS/4 has two purposes; 
hopefully to block the Bastogne-Marche road, and to 
proten the rear of the stack engaged at 8132. The 
1/26 is attacking to try toextricate itself fromthetrap 
about to be sprung. Here's hoping I can dispose 
of the 9SS/'I 8 this time, clear that intersection, and 
release those units for other auwses. 

18PM American-fie American atracks ore desperure 
measures, long-shot gambles to save a rapidly 
deteriorating situation. However I think Don's logic in 
making t h e  moves was nearly JlawlPss. WRPI of the 
possibilities hinge around the use of ihe 101 und 8Znd 
Glider units. These include moving to ZZ2 to cover the 
flank of 106/424, moving to Y22 i o  surround ISS/4, and 
holding th~irpresentpositions 10 try lo establish astrong 
Jori in Marche. EitabIishing a strong for: in Marche rk 
 he key, and   his i~ the purpose of Don's mow of 4/12 to 
X38. I f  the I - I  on fSSI4 had held its ground (7W 
chonce). and  he 1-4 on Lehr I & 2 hod survived, {am 
chance), 4/ I2 would have been able 10 make i t  to Marche 
and create n strong delaying posirion. i f9SS/  18 could be 
knocked our, aforr couldprobabIybe built in CC18. The 
CC18 Marche furis, and !he- strong position in the 

PO' rl ,-l*r. T@;W 
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en on our drawing boards off and on for over 
ars. We had originally contracted with o n e  of o 
evious designers for this game but wefelt  his init' 
ototypes were sorely lacking so it was back t o t  
awing board with a different designer. But thew 

stained Combat System" designed to reduc 
of t h e  die roll can limita bat t le toa  mereskir 
llow ~t t o  t u rn  into the decisive battle of the 

Brrstogne hills thor n,ould how resulted .fi.orn success 
against ISS /4  n'ould have blocked all German supp(v 
ruuws 10 rke Meuse! 

Ron& suys, " I  ran'! see wmh! he holds so ri.qhhl[v ro the 
Bosrugne hills." I! is because Don is sir11 plqving 20 win. 
Tu rnuve !o !he St. Hubert area is ro give !he Germans 
their supp(~ route to the Meuse u.ithout a f ~ h t ,  and admit 
d@feut. [the American attucks hadgone well, they would 
have had at teosr ajainr rajm of hope. 

It turns uur ~ h o f  it vcouldn't haw made any diJj"erence, 
bur un unr laaic,alpoinr Don u9ent wrong. h t  turn he 

.failed tu counter-utlac'k out of Troir Punts when he might 
have saved 1/16. This rurn he counter-attacked our of' 
Engaged n-ith 1/26 when ihere weas no hope to save zhe 
unit and nred/es$ly lost thr piece a {urn ear1.v. This would 
have needlesstY,frustrated his entire plun if the artock on 
IS314 had succeeded, herawe ir enables h h r l  l & 2 10 

reurh TZP or T31, ond preveni the reinforcemenr o ?  
the neu'ly buill Marchefort by 4/12. 

l8PM German-Another srrong German move which 
achieves almost every desirable objective. Manhay does 
not fall. but cannot be reinforced and will certainly fall 
nexr turn i f  not ubandoned. Although all objectives were 
ubtamed, once again he rakes unnecessary risk offailure 
By no! using the be8t oddF available. By juggling forces he 
cuuld have improved every bmrle shiE turn as follows: vs. 
11 16, Fl{no Engaged); vs. 9/CCA, 6-1 (betier advance); 
vs. 106/424, 6-1 (Betrer advance); v$. Il.26, 3-1 (better 
advance); v$. 9/ CC3.3-1 {bnter advance); vs. 7/ CCR 6-1 
(better advance). Randy seems to have a strong 
preference for the 2-1 when the 3-1 ispossible, b u ~  when 
he is SO far ahead in mtrition, and when he i~ leaving extra 
force wasted every turn, he shouldn't be in the lea! 
concerned wi~h  Exchange, but should press forward as 
vigorously as possible. The 2-1, like every other attack in 
Bulge, has its proper place and rime; lhis,jusr isn't it. 

The Germon advance into Bastogne, and ihe big 
advance againsr 1101424 puts Don's strategic plan to a 
severe test. Don can'! simpiy puil out since the two 
Pararroop regiments are engaged against 12/24. He could 
try a 1-2 to  retake h t o g n e ,  But since !his won't leave him 
enough strength ro proiect hii flanks, it wifi cerfuinly 
result in the surrounding and eveniual destrucsion of 
every unit in thk  area. On !he other hand, to abandon  he 
Bastogne area now will be a crippling blow to he,s~rategic 
concept, In the north Don G paralyzed by the necessiry to 
repeat the 2-1 agaimt 9x51 18. He mw! win this now !o 
buiM afort in CC18. Otherwise he willbeswep! out offhis 
area also. 

GERMAN 19 A M  
Finally! 1 get some good battle results. He lost every 

attack. Maybe 1 can save the 989/18 after all! 

Opinion: Heshouldn't have attacked the lss/4. He should 
have let those two para regiments take their chances. He 
should have pulled the bulk of his armor out t o  the St. 
Hubert area (to be moved to the center for a mobile 
delaying action). Bastogne should have been only lightly 
screened. As it stands ncw, I can bag nine units owing to  
h i  retreat against the lss14; but otherwise 1 still could 
have surrounded five (including two armored) units. 

3. Considering that 1 have a six turn breather beforethe 
arrival of American 41ARM. 261 DIV. and 80/DlV. 1 
consider the game won at  this point. The breakthrough 
has been accomplished. 
4. Some tactical considerations worth noting: 
Advance after Combat: American low-odds counterat- 
tacks can be very effective. But they are not without risks. 
Many novice German players fail t o  take full advantage 
of a D+I, or D+2, resulting from American counterat- 
tacks. These small advances often make excellent jum- 
ping off points for the next German move; thecreation of 
the'Bastogne Pocket'was made possible kcause  of a D+ 1 
advance. 
When attacking adjacent units in separate attacks, it is 
always better to overlap the attacking units. In a three- 
hex frontal attack, for example, against two adjacent 
enemy occupied hexes, both attacks should originate 
from two hexes. The middle hex in this case would 
contain units involved in both attacks. In low odds 
attacks, this improves the chances of forcingtheenerny to 
give up the position. 
The relativelyEXCHAMGE-ridden attacks this turn are 
part of an attempt to convince the American player that 
further resistance is futile. The Bastogne attacks could be 
carried out a t  lower odds to  avoid the losses incurred 
unnecessarily when attacking surrounded units, but it is 
more important that he see graphically the extent of his 
misfortune. A quick. clean end is always desirable. 

5. 1 still cannot understand why helet themiddlegolike 
he did. 1 would have sent the bulk of the airborne troops 
to the center via Rochefort-Marche-Hotton. 
6. In  the north, the 9ss/18's position dictated the 
situation. Still, even if that unit had been quickly 
eliminatd, the entire Aywaille-Manhay-Houffalize axis 
was under my control to make deployment of those two 
American divisions extremely difficult. 

19AM German-TPle Iiwt Armored Combat Commands 
are destroyed near BasIogne, and 9SS/ I8 singlekwhdly 
paralytes any wiihdrawal by the Znd, 9th. or 3O1h 
Divisions, which will be pocketed ond destroyed shorrly. 
For !his G.I., "Da War iss ofer"! 

Afiermath- The most interesting question thm arises in 
anoverview of the game ir. who! conclwions might i! lend 
to aboui the correctness of Don's strategic concept for the 
Americans? UnJoriuna[ely there were too many taclical 
errors ro use the ouicome of thiv game ar a zest of this. 
These srurted with tkefailure to w e  the 28th to try io 
block the Ciervmx-Baszoghe road. The decision to pull 
9/CCB out of the Engaged on HH30 that needlessly 
permitted the attack on FF30. 7he ques~ionable counrer- 
attack on FF30 when hc should have B e n  building 
prepared positions and strengthening hii lines. Aban- 
doning Spa ro scattered German infantry units without I 
fighs. Of course Inow realize that the heavy commitmenz 
south of Martelange and cowequent weakening of the 
center was part of !he straregy. and fhus io  call this an 
error would prejudge the qumion. The 1-3"blooper" by 
11 18 that permitted 9SS/I8 to reach CCIP simply need 
nor how been made, and with a dear understundingoJrhe 
rules cersainly wouldn't kaw. It would have helped 
tremmdow.@ ro have had a fort in DD24 at thm point 
though. 

Randy's tactical errors hardly equaled the sign$ficance 
of Don's errors. While habifually atrackingat other than 
optimum oddr. Randy always hit Don's weakest points 
with attacks ihas were capable of grievous damage. This 
kept Don constantly offbabnce, andscrambling to reacr 
to Randy's iafest threat, rmher ihan making the mows 
that he would have wanted to. to ~ u !  his stroteEv into 

The game includes an easy to play Basic Game a 821508 A82 fleet. Even so Don came very ci&e to establishTAg the 
k e i l  as a Carn~aign Game for really involved s i r n u l a  stroaposizion he wanted. f i e  zwo 2-1s on 9SSI I8 huda 

n play. Also included a re  4 mini-game scenari 
hich last about a n  hour each for those who l i  
orter games. The scenarios focus on the Americ 
vasion of Canada, Saratoga, Greens 's  South 
ampaign, and  Yorktown. 
1776 is available now for immediate shipment 

10.00 plus $1 .OOpostage and handling charges. 
y your local dealer first and save t ha t  postage mo 

"G.I., for you da War iss ofer!" 

1. As a result of his attacks, and my D+1 advance of the 
lss/4,1 have surrounded five infantry regiments and four 
armored combat commands in the 'Bastogne Pocket'. 
There is little chance of any of them escaping without a 
combination of lucky low-odds counter-attacks. 

, 2. In the north, Manhay willfall to German forcea with 
the loss of 1061424. American forces in the north are one I turn away from beingencircled andeventually eliminated 

I in piace. 

... . .. 

combikd chance of 75% ro knock out rhr unil, and this 
would have given him afort  in CCIB and strongflank 
support here. And if Bastogne couId have hefd jus! one 
rurn agaiwt Randy's hesitanr 2-1 it would have helpea 
treme~ldously. 

So in conclusion I would have to say that Don'> 
strategy wasn't fairly rested by shh game. Don lost by r 
series of ~acticoi, and not nreessarily strmegic mirtakes. 
Randy won by a series of powerful and well direct& 
aitacks. It was a fine and insrrtactive gams 
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Although Larry Pinsky holds a Ph-D. in 
Physics and an important position in the 

, NASSAU program, he is not generally well 
known among the wargaming fraternity. Only 
the comparative "old-timers" will remember 
him as one of the original Avalon Hill designers, 
let alone the originator of BATTLE OF THE 
BULGE -perhaps his best design effort, still 
selling well after 9 years on the market. Like 
many warmmen, Larry drifted away from the 
hobby due to outside pressures and has only 
recently rekindled his interest in warDmes. 
Among the projects we have in mind for Larry is 
the handling of the BULGE rules rewrite when 
the game goes into its next printing sometime in 
1975. It will be .Larry's job to correct all the 
ambiguities and rules problems which presently 
plague the game and provide us with a"perfectW 
set of rules free of ambiguities and inconsisten- 
cies. This is a problem made greater by several 
faulty rulings in past issues of the GENERAL'S 
question box. If you'd like to help with these 
problems drop us a list of problems you've 
encountered with the BULGE rules so we can 
turn them over to the designer for the final 
wrapup of BULGE. **** 

I DESIGN CREDITS: BATTLE OF THE 
BULGE, GUADALCANAL, BLITZKRIEG, 
P D A Y  '65, MID WAY 

"Are you any relation to 'Lake Pinsky?" 
That's usually how most AH wargarners res- 
pond when I'm introduced. I've been known to 
'reply upon occasion, "Yes, and I am also 
tributary of the North and South Lawrenoe 
Rivers." 

I was first introduced to Avalon Hill games in 
September, 1961. At the time, I was in high 
school and living in suburban Washington 
D.C., and one evening while I was toying 
around with designing variations to chess, my 
next door neighbor just happened to drop by. 
He listened quietly while I described my efforts, 
and when 1 finally gave him a chance to get a 
word in edgewise, he said with an air of 
condescension: "Have you ever heard of Avalon 
Hill." When 1 said that 1 hadn't, I noticed that a 
gleam appeared in his eyes. You see, he was a 
Tactics !I buff of sorts, and his lifetime record 
included no defeats. He could hardly wait to add 
one more quick victory to his tally. Before 1 
realized what was happening, the Tactics board 
was spread on the kitchen table before me. After 
-a quick 30 minute lesson which included some 
rule reading, some examples of combat odds 
mlculations, and a lot of seemingly incoherent 
mumbling, the game was on, and he movedfirst. 
He used almost all of his tricks that first move, 
and it turned out to be a considerably more 
useful education in how to play Tactics thanthe 
earlier 30 minute lesson had been. Well, it was a 
good game, and I made him frown several times 
during the course of the evening; but eventually 

1 conceded (due to the lateness of the hour, of 
course). When I said good night at the back 
door, the gleam had shifted to my eyes, and 1. 
invited him to come back very soon. I have 
neversucceeded in getting him to play any 
Avalon Hill games with me since, and to my 
knowledge his undefeated record is still "intact". 

Well as if anyone really cares, that's how 1 was 
first introduced to Avalon Hill games. Since 
1961 was a big year for new AH titles, it took me 
a few months to save up  the scratch to buy a 
copy of each one; and s i n e  I was already 
interested in military history, it took even less 
time for me to start picturing unit counters and 
combat factors in everything 1 read. By late 
spring of 1962 1 had already designed (for my 
own consumption) a WW 11 Russian Front 
game remarkably similar to Stalingrad , which 
was released by A H  over a year later. In those 
days blank hex sheets were not available, so I 
had to draw my own with my father's T-square 
and triangle. My "Stalingrad" game used army 
level unit counters with the actual corps sub- 
stitutes counters available for breakdown when 
required. 

Over the next two years, 1 designed a few 
other games including two naval games based 
on the battles at Midway and Coral Sea. These 
games were inspired by the AH game Bismarck, 
and included the land combat portions as well as 
Bismarck-stvle surface combat. The air to shin 
combat was very similar to the eventual A A  
Midway system except that rather than rolling 
everything on a n  odds table of aircraft factors 
vs. anti-aircraft factors, the attacker was allow- 
ed to roll once for each aircraft factor that had 
survived a n  odds table anti-aircraft fire. The 
aircraft attack rolls were made using results 
tables based on the target (i.e., the ships size, 
speed and manuverabilityj. 

This type of combat resolution is sometimes 
employed withminiatures, although 1 was not 
aware of that fact at the time. Oneday in the late 
spring of 1964, I was preparing to play a game 
with one of my close friends, when he suggested 
that instead, it might be worthwhile to take the 
35 mile drive up the Baltimore-Washington 
Parkway and look in on these AH people and 
their (assumed to be) magnificent operation. Of 
course, our real goal was to get a sneak preview 
of their next release. Well, when we arrived in 
the rather dingy, dust covered combination 
warehouse, shipping dock, ad department, and 
"magnificent operation," I met Tom Shaw and 
Lindy Schutz for the first time. {Ed. Note: We 
have since moved to a larger dingy, dust covered 
combination warehouse, shipping dock, ad 
department and ''magnlficenr operation. ") 
While 1 was shaking hands (taking care of 
course at the same time to guard y wallet from 
these seedy looking characters),? noticed over 
their shoulders, a game that bore a striking 
similarity to my Midway game. Well, it only 
took a few minutes to break the ice, and before 
long Lindy and 1 were discussing the similarities 

and differences of our games. None of my 
approaches were ever incorporated into the 
basic game, but I managed to persuade Lindy 
(after several subsequent discussionsj to incor- 
porate some of them into the tournament game 
and optional rules, (e.g., "anvil attacks" with 
torpedo planes.) 

From that time on, 1 communicated frequent- 
ly with AH, and in 1965, Tom Shaw offered me 
a job designing games. I wasthen in college. The 
idea had been that together, Lindy and I would 
design two games. 1 was to work principally on 
Battle of the Bulge, and Lindy on Guadalcanal. 
Since Bulge was to be released first, it moved 
ahead quickly and GuadaIcanal took a back 
seat. As this is an article entitled "Design 
Analysis", 1 intend to make some comments 
about game design in general and " h l g e "  in 
particular, but first let me attempt to finish this 
rambling "historical" narrative. Well, when 
Lindy left in the late summer to get married, I 
had virtually completed "Bulge", but the design 
of Guaduicanal was still in its infancy. I wound 
up finishing the design during the fall semester 
back at school. I had originally wanted to make 
Guadalcanai a campaign game including the 
entire Solomons. Clearly that would have 
meant another predominantly naval game, and 
Shaw wanted a primarily land battle game that 
employed marines. 

As a land battle game, Guadaicanal was 
relegated to its real life senario, a struggle for 
Henderson Field. I realized this, and I had a 
decision to make about the scale. I could include 
the entire scope of land operations on the island 
with a battalion level game -or I could have 
confined the game to a company-platoon level 
tactical scale in the immediate vicinity of 
Henderson Field. Well, I chose the former 
which probably sealed the fate of Guadalcanal 
from the outset. The reason for this choice was 
partly playability. Since all of the units in the 
eventual battalion level games would have 
participated in acompany platoon level game, it 
would have meant at least triplingthe number of 
pieces, and that unit inflation would have 
caused a severe curtailment in the playability of 
the hidden movement rules. 1 felt that hidden 
movement was essential to reproduce the situa- 
tion accurately. I think the game as published 
did a faithful job of simulating the actual 
campaign conditions, which may be one of the 
reasons why the game was eventually doomed. 

As a side job during the summer of '65, I was 
chosen to revise D-Day. That's right. I'm also 
the  son-of-a-gun to blame for D-Day -'65. I 
have been given to understand that some people 
feel that things went a little too far overboard 
with D D a y  '65. Since 1 really don't desire a 
flood of blustery chalienges, let me say that with 
a really competent German commander, his 
chances are fairly even with those of a compe- 
tent Allied commander. Be advised, however, 
that the German commander must be very 
careful. Mistakes are much more prone to 
produoe immediate disaster for him than they 
are for the Allied commander. 

My next effort was Blitzkrieg, where 1 was 
given a free hand to create a sort of designer's 
workshop for "the nuts". 1 was somewhat 
disappointed in the types of games and 
strategies that resulted when the game was 
released. 1 tried t o  provide "the nutsn with the 
tools to design their own games, but I failed to 
give them explicit scenario ideas along with an 
obviously dynamic model as an example. Tom 
had originally envisioned Blirzkrie~ as a 
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scenario game, but it didn't get into print that 
way, and it's my fault. Backing up a bit, let me 
say that 1 think the design as published, is 
generally sound, but the basic scenario given 
does not entice the average player to become 
dynamic and aggressive. Let me quickly suggest 
a single rule change that might help push 
bashful trench diggers out into the open. One 
should employ a second move and second 
combat for armor as employed in France '40. 
Actually, 1 considered putting such a rule in 
when the game was first published. 1. was 
originally introduced to this type of rule in 64 by 
my friend, the indomitable Frenchman, Alain 
London, a master game designer in his own 
right. Returning to Blitzkrieg, 1 believe there are 
better versions of the "Second move rules" than 
as employed in France '40, but I leave it as an 
exercise to the reader to discover these for 
himself. 

After 1 finished Blitzkrieg, my studies became 
more demanding and 1 spent succeeding years 
working in my academic field. 1 remained 
associated with Avalon Hill for awhile, and 1. 
continued to answer some of their mail for 
them. Eventually, however, it became time for a 
new release, and it was unfeasible for me to 
continue for several reasons, so my formal 
tenure with Avalon Hill came to a close. Since 
that time, however, 1. have continued to think 
about many of the design ideas and philosophies 
that were kindled during those years, and I shall 
attempt to relate some of them to you here. 

Bulge Revisited: 
There has been quite a lot written about Bulge 

over the years, and a fair amount of that has 
been criticism. I shall not attempt to meet these 
objections head on, but rather describe my 
intentions at the time that 1 designd the game. 

In Bulge, 1 was primarily trying to obtain an 
exciting game that would remain so from 
beginning to end, and 1. wanted to remove the 
awesome fear of attacking, that the old "ELIM 
CRT had spawned. I felt that first of all, one 
should consider the CRT and the details of 
combat resolution as being as fundamental a 
part of the design as the mapboard and the OB. 
This is not to say that every game should have a 
different CRT, but rather that one should not 
start with the age-old dogma and work around 
it, as had been done for all of the games before 
Bulge. So, what was the rationale for the CRT 
as designed? As stated above, it was intended to 
overcome the bloody annihilation that occurred 
at moderate odds with the old table. The old 
CRT was unrealistic for the type of combat and 
time frame (turn length) depicted in Bulge. 
From a game playing standpoint, it tended for 
the wrong reasons to deter the attacker from 
launching anything other than desperate (or 
soak-off) attacks at less than 3-1. In real life 
regiment level, 1-1 and 2-1 attacks are un- 
desirable because they have a lower chance of 
success than 3-1 and higher attacks; but unlike 
the old CRT, 1-1 and 2-1 attacks almost never 
(statistically) result in complete annihilation of 
one side and/or the other. It is interesting to 
note that tactical objectives (even at regiment 
levels) are. almost always terrain oriented! 
Translated into a CRT, it means at lower odds 
the deterent for attacking should be primarily 
the lower chance of success (gaining the terrain 
objective) and the increased vulnerability to 
counterattack because of your exposed position 
for your opponent's next turn. This implies D- 
back 2'5, A-back 2's and Contacts. So where did 

this screwy "engaged" business come from. 
Well. the Ardennes is a fairly heavily forested 
region. The so-called "woods" squares on the 
map represent the really dense "impenetrable" 
forest. Most of the "clear" squares (especially on 
the eastern half of the board) still contain 
substantial forest, and in this type of terrain it is 
possible for units to become entangled during 
a n  attack to the extent that immediate one turn 
disengagement and break off is not feasible 
without unwarranted losses. Further, the 
"engaged" result implies that command and 
control problems occurred during the attack 
and these were sufficient to preclude rapid 
disengagement and movement elsewhere. The 
greater command and control capability of 
armor lead, in the later Bulge printings, to the 
rationale and rule that armor can, at its option, 
withdraw from an  engaged situation. 

I've said enough about the Bulge CRT vis-a- 
vis my intentions. Let me only add some 
comments about O.B. The British units that 
participated in the late stages of the battle in real 
life were left out intentionally. They were under 
strict orders from Montgomery to remain on the 
defensive (well) behind the Meuse River until 
the German offensive had completely spent 
itself. One might argue that some provision 
should be made for their inclusion after German 
units have crossed the Meuse, or even that if 
"you are allowed to command the actual forces" 
etc., youshould havetheoption tocommit them 
earlier since they were generally available. I can 
only say that given the scope and the balance of 
the game as I designd it at the time, 1. decided to 
exclude them. Perhaps they should have been 
included as an optional rule. Aside from some 
regiment numbering conflicts (which neither 
add nor subtract any units) the major U.S. 
oversight is the 83rd infantry division which was 
committed from the north as early as the 22nd 
A M  turn. The German units are fairly complete. 
Some of the "descrepancies" that have been 
noted by various people, occurred because the 
unit counters represent the subdivisioned 
kampfgruppes that were used in the actual 
command organization, rather than the 
traditional regimental structures of the various 
divisions. Well, 1 hope I haven't stirred up a nest 
of hornets. To those of you who feel that too 
much designer's license was used, I apologize; 
and if you really don't enjoy the game as it 
stands I owe you a more fundamental apology. 

Bits and Pieces 
What i s  the real attraction of this "hobby" 

anyway? Why do the games have such wide 
appeal? I do not pretend to be, nor presume that 
you have any great interests in the opinion of a 
professional psychologist on these matters, but 
as one individual who has given it some thought, 
let me attempt to sketch my views. Essentially, 
the games represent and examplify conflict and 
competition between individuals. This form of 
competition is symbolic, ritualistic, and intellec- 
tual not physical. The last point is the most 
important. These games present an arena where 
a participant can organize and evolve imper- 
sonal intellectual strategics in a known predic- 
table environment, against an opponent who is 
a single"intel1igent" entity, and where the stakes 
are generally and basically intellectual. Ironical- 
ly, the feeling that these games are a simulation 
of "real life", break down at the most fundamen- 
tal point. They mimic overt real life scenarios in 
facade and style, but they fundamentally do not 

present the player with the same psychological 
influences and uncertainties. This is part of the 
so called "fog of war"; for the fog of war is not 
only an environment typified by less certain 
military intelligence, but by personal psy- 
chological envolvement, and the basic unpredic- 
table uncertainties rampant in almost every 
aspect of war in real life. Thus, abilities dis- 
played as a master designer or player of these 
games, do not necessarily portend any real life 
potentials as agreat military leader. ( I  apologize 
for stepping on the Walter Mitty in all of us). 1: 
refer the reader to Scott Duncan's fine article in 
the May-June 1973 Design Analysis column 
(General, Vol. 10, No. I, p. 18), where he 
comments "...a true 'simulation', is highly un- 
likely and perhaps equally undesirable." 1 agree! 
1 feel that if the games really simulated war and 
combat, at least in their psychological effect on 
the players, they would rapidly become as 
unpopular and unenjoyable as war is to the 
majority of those who actually participate (even 
as commanders). 

The aforegoing dissertation dms not mean to 
imply that as a game designer historical ac- 
curacy is unimportant. One of the primary 
attractions of these games as contrasted with 
Chess or "Go" for example is their charismatic 
and intellectual appeal as "representing" a 
significant historical situation where the rules 
and procedures are based on practical analyses 
and logical considerations rather than com- 
pletely whimsical and arbitrary choices. A strict 
adherence to history and realism in the design 
actually makes the game more playable because 
one can then base strategic planning on realistic 
considerations rather than on arbitrary rules. 
Thus, to me the ultimate AH type game is one 
that combines playability and a diversity suf- 
ficient to allow the players to evolve a spectrum 
of reasonable strategies. One can argue that in 
some historical situations (including 
hypothetical scenarios) there is only one 
reasonable strategy. I feei that if this is truly the 
case, then that battle may not be the most 
suitable for design into a game that will remain 
rewarding over the long run. This is one reason 
why many games fall from favor after only a few 
playings. 1 think if you consider the past games 
that you have enjoyed the most, they are the 
ones that were a contest of new strategies, and 
not thegames that seemed to settle into the same 
old routines that differ only in the results of the 
die rolls. In summation- as a game designer- 
you should strive for a product that allows (and 
elicits) a variety of strategies. 
My Last Two Cents 

Hang on, it's almost over, I just couldn't resist 
throwing out a few final "where do  we go from 
here" suggestions. First of all, 1 like to see 
attention paid to real differences in the 
capabilities of different types of troops (armor, 
infantry, etc.) in all facets of the rules. Further, 
rules should not lead to arbitrary ridiculous 
strategies. I n  some cases, the biggest offenders 
here, are the victory point systems, where in the 
final moves, players are led to make unrealistic 
moves for "points". As an aside to this com- 
ment, I think in the design process it is 
instructive to simulate a game that faithfully 
duplicates the actual campaign and strictly 
adheres to the rules. If this simulation requires 
an extraordinary amount of (die roll) luck on 
the part of one side that was not present in the 

Design Analysis Continued un pwe 22 
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~uring the past few weeks, I have been reading 4 at 1-1 odds gives a Def back 1. This results in 
over back issues of the GENERAL. The articles the Union Division moving back one (1) grid 
on Avalon Hill's GETTYSBURG have increased square AND REDUCTION IN COMBAT FAC- 
my attention to the fact that there are some TOR FROM 3 TO 2. It will be necessary to  have 

for set-up and take-down time for the artillery 
discrepancies affecting the play balanoe and red- an acetate covered chart of all units to record 

these reductions, If Heth is able to effect another units: This penalty is only exercised while unit is 
ism of this fine battle game. I intend to clear 

attack on this same unit, he would then be moving into position. This artillery unit can not 
some of these difficulties with a brief treatise on 
the subject,  ill has cleverly designed attacking at odds of 4-2, reduced to 2-1. Bow- fire it has been in for One ( I )  time 

their games on this premise by allowing flexibility ever, if in this attack General Lee rolls a 6, the unit Or One ( I )  hour' The unit  is permitted 

CRT a back I ,  In this case would 
change its direction of fire without incurring any 

in all their games to both stimulate interest and 
move back one grid AND BE RE time delay or movement penalty. This is but one 

imagination on the part of the wargarner. 
D"CED IN COMBAT FAmDR PROM TO 3. wlution for utilizing artillery at GETTYSBURG 

The Army of Northern Virginia, fresh from but I hope it gives you a more definative method 
giving the of the Potomac two successive This would continue UNTIL . . . Number 3: Con- 

in handling these units. 
bloody noses at Fredericksburg and Chancellors- federate victory is causing the Union opponent 

I have tried to alter some of the mechanics in 
ville, was ready for another invasion of the to lose 20 Combat Factors. Union victory is 

the battle game GETTYSBURG o~ily to achieve 
North. Lee and his superiors decided on this causing the Rebel opponent to lose 20 Combat realism without effecting play balance, I invite 
move for strategic reasons: (1 ) .to carry the Factors. These losses parallel the actual losses mmments, criticism, and questions on my idea of 
battles out of war-torn Virginia, (2) to obtain caused in the actual battle. The Battle of Gettys- ,tablishing realism in GE-,-,+YSBURG, 
necessary supplies for the Army of Northern burg produced no real winner or loser in the true 
wrginia, (3) imposing a threat to Baltimore, sense of the word but Meade did prevent Lee Artillery Firing Results Table 

Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C. and (4) rewg- from obtaining his objectives. be's  army was Number of units firing 1 2 3 4 5 6 
nition by England and Frange and the fruits technically defeated in this respect but he still Roll of Die 
which this backing would entail. The Army of retained an effective, had-fighting m y  which 
the Potomac had a new commander on the 28th prolonged the war for almost two more years. 
of June in the person of George G. Meade. Meade Gettysburg was not a tactical victory but a 
was a solid brigade and division commander from strategic victory for the Union and I don't believe 
the Seven Days' Battles through Chancellorsville this game should be altered into a tactical victory 
in the respect that he made no serious mistakes. situation if realism is the desired result. 6 4 * * * * 
Lee knew this to b e  true of Meade and that he I have also noticed while perusing articles in 
would have to win the battle with effective the GENERAL on GETTYSBURG on thc dip Key: - means 
tactical maneuver, execution, and coordination. crepancies with the relationship between Union * means a hit, defender back one and loss 
Lee also realized that he had many untried and Confederate artillery. Union Artillery was of one step in combat factor (CF) 
brigade and division commanders. Jackson's loss organized into batteries of six (6) guns per Note: a unit is equal to an artillery battalion or a 
at Chancellorsville was the most notable but there battery. Confederate artillery was organized into number of batteries grouped together to form a 
were many others which would affect the effi- batteries of four (4) guns per battery. This would unit of realistic size to be determined by the 
ciency of Lee's "Invincible Legions." We aH know account for more batteries for the Rebels in individual. 
the result of this great battle, called by some the GETTYSBURG but no realistic adjustment has 
turning point of the American Civil War. How- been made for this in relation to combat factors 

Q 
ever, what I propose in the following paragraphs for these units. The Union Army had 362 guns; 
will achieve playbalance and realism in this fine the Confederate Army 287 (They Met At Cerrys- 
battle game. b w g .  Edward Stackpole, 1956). This would give a 

I agree with the other authors of articles in the ratio of 5 to 4 in favor of the Union. So this 
GENERAL that the book rules stifle realism. The wuld revert to five (5) counters for the Union 
GETTYSBURG Battle game has been Out for and four (4) counters for the Rebels or any such 
some time and the wargamers across the country combination desired by the wangamer to achieve 
have both increased in experience and intelli- realism. For my own use, i have eliminated the 
gene.  Naturally, they desire far more in a combat factors for the artillery units and have 
wargame. What I propose here is but one solution devised an artillery firing table. With these 
and I am sure there are many more solutions changes I have tried to establish the importance 
"dancing like sugar plums" in the heads of the of the artillery but not to over extend it to the 
cardboard generals. point where it begins to effect playbalance and 

The most significant change is the conditions realism. During battle, artillery pieces were often 
for victory. Very rarely does one army corn- exchanged. This can be done in GETTYSBURG 
pletely wipe out the opposing m Y  in battle. o n  when a non-artillery unit finds itself adjacent to 
this  remise I have made the followkg alterations enemy artillery, thus capturing it and utilizing it 
which are open to comments and criticism. as it would its own artillery. These artillery units 
Number 1:  utilize the step reduction system, must be supplied. The Union artillery had abun- 
similar to ANZIO and 19 14. Example: When dant supplies so this rule will not apply to Union 
Heth's Division of the Third Corps is forced back artillery units who can fire once each turn. The 
in combat, reduce that unit's combat factor, from Confederate artillery units can fire each turn until 
4 to 3 and continue this reduction each time this 3PM July 3rd. At this time, they can fire only on 
unit is forced back until it is eliminated from the the even hours of the clock. This takes into 
board. Number 2: on the Combat Results Table account the shortage of artillery ammunition 
(CRT), use attacker-defender odds of 1-3 to 3-1 which occurred at this time. Range of these 
inclusive. On this reduced CRT, substitute artillery units will be % of a mile or three (3) 
"engaged" for elim and utilize the same rules for grid squares. Artillery units can not fire over their 
this situation from BATTLE OF THE BULGE own units since this would cause casualties in a 
(AvaIon Hill's version, of course). ExampIe: real-life situation. With the artillery firing table 
Heth's Rebe1 Infantry Division (factor 4) attacks that 1 use. artillery units can effect a Def back 1 
the Third Division First Union Corps (factor 3) on a hit and force that unit back with resulting 
on clear terrain (no terrain effects). A die roll of losses. Time delay penalty is utilized to account 

to find out - play them by maill PBM is an 
easy-to-l~rn and convenient-to-use system of 

. playing fellow garners across the nation. A 
special CRT and combat resolution system 

' makes it impossible to cheat! PBM is an 
: entirely different experience from face-to. 
.: face play. It has made better garners of 
: many who have tried it, and all those who 
i haw mastered it. PBM is the only way to 
, participate in the many national tourna- 

msnts held regularly for Avalon Hill games. 
Each ki t  sells for $4.50 postpaid and 

. includes enough materials to play virtually 
' dozens of games, including addendum sheets 

' AFRIKA KORPS KRIEGSPIEL 
, BLITZKRIEG * LUFTWAFFE 
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Robert Harmor? is ropidly gaining a reptitotion 
as a concise and knowledgeable writer of con- 
sidemble skill in the warga~ning field. Here Bob 
favors us with a discussion of invasion area sires 
for Both Red and Blue in Blitzkrieg. His com- 
ments on coastal defense are well taken and 
should be of special inserest ro anyone who has 
ever lost a gome through iitept handling of rear 
area defenses. 

It seems rather strange that essays dealing with 
general strategy and tactics in "Blitzkrieg," have 
been so scarce. It is to this end, and with the 
novice and amateur Blitzkrieg players in mind, 
that I offer the following thoughts on this classic. 

The opening game 

Chess has its opening moves, which happen to 
be vital to win; so does Blitzkrieg, Avalon Hill's 
most advanced example of military chess. 
Roughly, both Red and Blue must, before coming 
to grips with one another, make key strategic 
decisions when moving through the minor coun- 
tries. These decisions will affect the entire course 
of the game. 

(Before continuing, it might be well to men- 
tion the fact that each of the minor countries is 
designated with a code-color. The center country 
is Brown; then, reading clockwise around Brown 
and starting with the minor country adjoining 
Blue, the minor countries are Yellow, White, 
Black, and Green.) 

Blue's strategic options are simple: attack 
Yellow and follow with an attack on Green or 
Brown on the second turn; attack Yellow and 
mass at EEZS on Turn 2 to await developments; 
attack Green on turn 1. 

Although Blue has the initiative, it is difficult 
for him to execute a one-turn conquest of either 
Yellow or Green because of geographical prob 
lerns. Massing at EE25 will only allow Red to 
decide the course of the game. But one minor 
country must go on Turn 1 to even allow Blue 
the option of continuing or not. 

Invasion of Green (only) holds some interesting 
strategic possibilities. But is is risky, especially if 
Red is in force around NN48. The main problem 
is taking the country. Even with tactical air 
support and a naval landing, there still just isn't 
enough available force, even if all airborne forces 
are used. Of course, Blue can flatten one of the 
cities with a strategic strike, but that doesn't give 
him enough local supplies for his trouble (we can 
assume that the bulk of his supplies will come in 
by sea). It is food for thought, however. . . 

l r  Blue expects to take a minor country on the 
second move, (p~eferably Green - it's closer to 
Blue's airbases and can serve as a springboard for 
later offensives) then a large &bornelseaborne 
Force must be kept available. This means sending 
at least 24 infantry factors out to sea in Zone C 
on turn I to replace whatever lands at CC15; this 
also means keeping the airborne units close to 
some city in eastern Blue or Yellow. More on this 
later. 

Red's first-turn options are: attack White only, 
attack Black only, attack White and Black, or 
attack Black and Green. Attacking White only is 
a dead-end; Red will pick up only 3 cities to the 
6 Blue will have in Yellow, and i t  means a 

dangerous desert campaign that Blue is better 
equipped to handle with his supply situation. An 
attack against White and Black will net 7 cities, 
but will throw Red off for at least another turn 
while he reorganizes. Better to leave White neu- 
tral; it can serve as a buffer on the northern 
ff ank. 

The Black-only attack is the safest. The 
country will fall easily and Red will have a large 
mass of troops on hand (especially if most of 
them were massed at NN48 and then moved to 
the JJ38-0040 area on turn I). Red will then 
have many attractive possibdities to consider. 

The Black and Green attack is the Danish 
gambit of Blitzkrieg. If he has chosen to do so, 
Red will have ample forces at sea that won't be 
as strategically committed as Blue's, who finds 
that he must land in CC15. Red can send these 
troops, the airborne forces, md some of his 
armor into Green, leaving the other troops to 
knock over Black in passing. A mass at NN48 is 
necessaty but Blue will have little idea of what's 
coming. If Blue is prepared for turn 2 festivities, 
Red will be in troubie. But if Blue cannot force 
the isthmus between BB31 and EE34, Red will 
have Green securely. But he must guard against 
invasions and parachutists. 

The center game. 

In an average opening, Blue has taken Yellow, 
and Red has taken Black and possibly White. This 
moves the focus of attention to the center, 
specifically Green, Bxown, and the desert. I 
hinted at some of the importance of these earlier, 
but some elaboration is necessary. 

Blue is at a disadvantage on the ground in 
Green. If he chooses to be defensive, his holding 
action will take place on the isthmus, denying 
him most or all of Green's supplies. He has an 
advantage in that his airbases are close, and that 
seizure of all of Green wiIl put him within 
striking distance of Red's home turf, But Blue 
must be offensive-minded for this to have any 
promise. Red is at a disadvantage in that he will 
be facing north, rather than west, and that his 
supplies through the isthmus can be easily cut - 
unlike Blue in a similar situation, such a cut will 
leave him with no port to get an alternate source 
of supply. But Red can use Green as a defensive 
region - the isthmus is easily defended, there are 
4 cities to provide supply, and Red is free to 
strike into Brown. 

Brown has no seacoast and is equidistant from 
major supply areas on both sides. Blue doesn't 
have as many airbases close by, but Red cannot 
afford a reversal in Brown. If Brown falls to Blue, 
Red will suddenly find his back to the wall, as he 
cannot yield in Black or White without ominous 
possibilities; if Red seizes Brown, Green will be 
outflanked - but he will have a long way to go 
before he reaches Blue's home country. 

The desert is a troublesome battleground. The 
supply problem will strain both sides; the supplies 
can only go down one road - running along a 
coast that is solid beach. Red can invade CC15, 
but not if a decent garrison is Ieft - and any 
support from White will betray the plan long 
before it comes. Desert campaigning is too much 
trouble in most circumstanms - better to leave 
garrisons in W 2 5  and CC15 and forget the place 
exists. 

Coastal Defense. 
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Red has some advantage in that his northern 
side is covered by the neutral country; but, 
unlike Blue, all of his coastal cities are near or on 
beaches. Blue has a large coastline but his major 
problem is keeping away Ranger raids. 

Coastal defense is basically an exercise in 
numbers. Each side will have a maximum of 40, 
factors a t  sca - 4 Railgcrs and 36 infantry 
generally. The question is: how many of thest 
factors can reach the city in question with 
enough left over to achieve a 3-1 (and even this is 
risky; a 2 or 5 meaning probable annihilation by 
retaliatory forces). Take for instance NN48. The 
nearest beach square is 4 squares away; only 12 
factors can land per square before moving inland; 
therefore only 12 infantry and 4 Rangers rnaxi- 
mum can attack the city immediately on landing. 
Or, as another example, V33. The beach is close, 
but the city is at such an angle that only 2 stacks 
of infantry can reach (plus Rangers and airborne). 
Figure, then, that, unless airborne or tactical air 
units are close, that a city can be hit by 16, 28, 
or 40 factors of infantry maximum. Figure also 
that if a city like I33 is partly out of reach, then 
one factor placed in the outermost square of the 
city will deny its supplies to the invaders Iong 
enough for a defending force to arrive. So, the 
coastal defense placements should look like t b :  
(in infantry factors) 

BLUE 
V33-AT LEAST f i e ,  but 
as much as twelve factors of any ground 
troops are advised. 
G4-7 
C20-5 
C30 (SE square) - 3 
133 (NW square) - I 
D7, 112, Q16, L19 (and U l l ,  
M14) - 1 ea. 
S25-1 or 2 

RED 
RRR54 (S square) - 5 
RRR39, 2248, BBB545 ea. 
JJJS&l 
NN48-3 or 4 

Because of their proximity to the fighting 
fronts, NN48, V33, S25, (and CCIS and X27), 
must be considered in light of the tactica' 
situation. The same goes for any coastal cities il 
Black or Green In those areas there is extensive 
aerial, airborne, or overland assistance available 

An invasion deep in the enemy home countr: 
is not a good strategic plan. It means dividing the 
war effort and makes reinforcement difficult. 
Most players will not allow an enemy to land 
without at least putting up a fight for the next 
few cities inland. An invasion is entirely feasiblf 
however, in endeavors connected with the main 
front V33 especially.can serve as a site for a raid 
on aircraft or as a location for an invasion 
supported by air units in Green, and ground units 
from AA42. Invasions are also effective against an 
enemy flank or rear in Green. (He will have to 
garrison most of the beach or else reinvade it 

Continued on page 8 Column 3 
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Soott Duncan's L u f m f f e  AlraIysis is a remark- 
able plem of work by one of the finest thlnkmin 
the wming field, and oertainly bodes woll for the 
W Geneml. However. I think his main premise 
is worth discuspion: he says 'Yhe game demands" 
play according to f~edom-of-individual-f&tm 
rule and urgts "this step be taken as smn as you 
havc a grasp of the fundamental.. .ruler*" And he 
f d y  admit4 that, as a result, the game 
"Mrns.. .to be intcnded to last several kens 
over meral weeks of play," but claim he "could 
not play. . .with any enjoyment ormlism without 
freeing all unit6 from the demand to act as one 
amording U1 typc." Now, if this i8 true it obviously 
m n s  L u h f f e  i& one of those esoteric gams tp 
be enjoyed only by the hardest core of @me nuts 
with unlimited time -even 1914 b w  to pale by 
OompUIipon. 

Fortunately, 1 don't believe this is true. It's my 
expzitnw that the averagc m e r  CZI I a n  M phy 
the Advanced T o u r n m n r  Game In 4!5 ro 6 hours 
an n Sunday aftemwn and enjoy it. This includes 
all optional rule6 [Smtegic Target Vuient: Indue 
trial Complexes, German Spies, etc.), exoept for 
the "individual freedom" rule. Moreover, men For 
'indimdual hodom" there's a compromise that 
works; my opponent and I us6 a "common XnsL" 
rule that righters of the same type operating 
winst different "fronts" may fly as independent 
"EIW~S." Those of you rigid !mie~spielers who 
rcquire a more formal ruling may wiuh to limit the 
number of fronts to, say, three. T ~ B  player owning 
the T ~ h t w  1 frcs to  exercise the optim at any 
t k  during a turn, but of coum is never obl@td 
to do m. 

6vun with this h p l t  adjustment, many of you 
may be doubtful the Advancd Game can be 
played in a few hours or at one sitting After 
w've bewma familiar with the game, youll be 
surprised. If you've bMn into gaming for a while, 
p u  may remember back in the days whm you 
thought STAUNGUW and BDay were hard and 
fuat efforts dragged out long into the night. It's the 
same with f h f f e  - wlth the above rules, ~t 's  
really no more difficult. 

But Scott claims this sort of play results m 
%mealistic'' md wan L'Cidi~~lous'' strattgies and 
WCS. While I h v e  no argument with his "full 
complexity" veraion - which I greatIy admire, if 
you have h e  for it - I thlnk my "cleaner" and 
horter version may be just as valid on its own 
level, and 80 worthy of CON pIay too. k t ' s  start 
with that word Warn'': it't OW ~f the most 
m m o n  used in evaluating a @me's value, so it's 
time somebody unpackxd it to  am just what is 
mennt. Wamrnlng  i s  a form of simulation gamin& 
8pecirmcalIy conflict simulation gaming. Now, I 
don't Uunk anybody would argue that a goad 
conflict simulation i6 one that accurately simulate3 
the mclal or smntki element d the action unda 
my, often at the expense of othur element4 A 
c h i c  example is PRANCE '40; the hnrharmlsss 
aburdity of allowing only thtw brigades in one 
hex while three cerps are in the next. makes 
m i b l e  a btautiful simulation of thc blitzkrieg 
Whnique. This is ta Say, of cmrs% 
pd simulation of the m c i d  d m e n t  doesn't 
@mantea an exciting game, but mogt gmm have 
come to mpect and even demand it: S h h S a d .  
gimulating tht necessity of swift and decisive 
action when a country of limited rc swms  attacks 
one of virtually unlimited resource6: FRANCE 
'40, the coordination of specialited arms (infantry, 
air, m a r )  to create the b l i t z h g  technique: 
PANZERBUTZ, highly spedalhd weapons inter- 
&tionships on so amaU n scale that the entire 
action would not men wnstituto a single die MU in 
a BULGE wme. 

IF you are Familiar with the* games, perhaps 
you can pee the instinctive tendency to aslgn a 
higher "realism" rating to the more tactioal games. 
Thi& I submit, isunfair to games ofhigher st-ateic 
level - since beth have d u e .  Perhnpb, in the 
fururt, we might mbgtitute or at least add 
"Faithfulness of simulation of the espem of the 
action" in ruting a game 1'11 re6T my cast with onc 
h l  example: we all know air-twship wmbnt in 
MIDWAY is w m y  abstract and unrtalistic that 
ihis q e c t  of the gam~ is easily reduced to 
mathematical formula. But nobody winplains, and 
the @me is among the most exciting In the 
catnlogue. Why? Because the esscnse of dmulation 
here is to  outgutss and outmaneuver an oppoglng 
commander - and mass your airmwm against hi4 
Ocet whsn it is most wInerable. nth is ths 
challenge of the game, oncs you've accompliled 
it, the planstwhip wmbat itself ia merely a 
athering of the Fruits of the higher (strategic) 
victory which was in fact the esesscn of carrier 
warfare. 

Now, back to Lnftwafle. The campah this 
Dmc simulates 1s the $shategiE bombing of 
Germany. The essential simulatjon is oP vcry long 
m g t  s t r a t ec  planning, and on this h i h  a level 
I'm frankly doubtFu1 that r ed i sk  tactics arc dl 
that pmible - even in the "full freedom" venion 
If it's f a t ex  tactin that interest you, you m ' t  do 
bdter thn  Ricbthofen. And 8 you want torefat  
the szmreglc air war against Germany, m r l y  
detailcd tactics may pew only tc prolong the e r n e  
-just RS they would in MlDWAY. 

No, l'm not against the "wmplcte" Luftagffe 
that Duncan advocalts - I'm sure few game6 can 
rival it For depth and excitement. for those who 
have time to play it. But I'd hate to  see wch an 
excdltnt product as h f t w d f e  pt such an esoteric 
~eputation. The Ucampromisa" version may well 
hnve equal sb;lte@k validity - and W d m ,  it's fun 
to plny on a Sunday aftmnoon! Weekend garners 
shouldn't hesitate to pick it up.. .it's not another 
1914, and you71 hm0 a wad time. 

Mark Saha -*** 
Dear Avdon Hill, 

Despite its age, Stalingrad has been, and will 
remain, one of  my very favorite e m s .  
However, it seema to me to bc a rather one-nided 
affair. As the G e m  commander, 1 have 
launched my umar machine from the banks ofthe 
Vistula and seen my armored columns met  
across the vast plains of Russia to  capture 
Leningrad and M w o w .  By the summr of 42, 
.my armies, now depleted by more than ten 
months of campaigning near the banks of the 
Dontisfor  thefinalshowdownmth theremaim 
ofthe Red Army. Then, romy great frustration 
during the Rmaian player torn, my a d v e w  
decided to utilise the 70 plus accumulated 
replacement factors and out of the depths of 
Stalingrad eomt ten or eleven fresh Soviet 
carps. Having already lost some four or five 
p a m r  corps and drained my meager replace- 
ment supply, I throw in my Iron Croas and call it 
quits. True, 1 have brilliantly out-maneuvered 
my enemy time and time again but the massive 
Soviet industrial capability continuaUy stares 
me in the face. 1 l i k  realism in a game and 
therefore use the 4 6 - 8  replacement rate for the 
Russians. At any rate, having been robbed of 
ultimate victory more times than 1 carc to  
r ememkr ,  1 decided t o  do  something about it. 
That's right gan& it's variant time again. I know 
there bavc been S t a i i n ~ a d  variants ad infiniturn 
but please bear mth me, d l  you Stavka men out 
there can listen in to  for you might find it 
interesting. I'm sure a lot of you Wehrmacht 
commanders have experienced something 
similar to  the above more than once. Myself, 1 
at acballengnggameand when it gttsdown to 
fighting over the last city on the board. I have 
found that the Russian conducts a milddefense 
and sits behind his dyers r o  wait for U1t May 43 
turn t o  come around, confident in the 
knowledge thmt the German is completely in- 
capable of attaining military victory. But how 
about this? If the G e r m ~ n  cannot achieve a 
militarytriumph, why not try fo ra  political one? 

When the ~ h a t t e ~ d  remnants of the German 
V1 Army surrendered a t  S tahgrad  inFebruary 
of 1943, the Sovietp knew that they would win 
and after the Germansfailed a t  Kursk in July of 
the same year, this fact was codlrmed. 

The Gcrrnans were now militarily too weak 
for any possible hope of victory, survival of tbe 
Reich and the military arm became the Webr- 
rnacbt+s objectiw. The Soviets, having attained 
their military goal, namely, thesmashing of the 
Gtrmanv offensive capability. went on to con- 
summate their mil i tay victory with a political 
one, the seizure of all eastern Europe. Do you 
kids out there see what I'm driving at? The very 
nature of Communism demands a political 
triumph, the military king the means t o  that 
end. If the Germans had succeasfuuy kcpt the 
Russians from entering Poland and the rest of 
eastern Europe until the cosclu~ion of the war, 
then the Sovict Union would have beenrobbed 
of the political conquest they so desird.  They 
w n t e d  a good strategic position indtalingwith 
the Angl~Americans,  who would hsve in- 
troduced democracy to these natiom had they 
got t o  them firgt. 

Getting back to  the game. there are now two 
types of victory a player can achieve, milimy 
and political. If the German occupies the three 
rcplactment cihes. obviously he has won both 
f o m .  However, if afttr a certain turn it has 
become appartnt that the Germans can no 
longer win militarily because of the Russian 
replacement capacity then they must go on the 
defensive and hold the Line, i.e.. prevent the 
Russians from penetrating into east Europe on 
the west edge of the board. In order for the 
Rumians to win a complete triumph, they must 
destroy tbc German ability toattack cfftdively 
and occupy the nations of Poland. Hungary, 
and Rumania by the end of the game. To clarify 
this, the Rugsian must be in effective 
operational control of thme nations, in a 
poaition whereby they cannot beforciblyejecttd 
from them by the German. 

Now the Russian csnnot just sit behind rivers 
and laugh a t  you while the clock runs out, he 
must take the offensive and stcurt his political 
wctory for pos~ible future confrontation with 
the Anglo-Americans. The game now k o m e s  a 
true test of tactical and strategic ability. 

In order t o  adapt Stalingrad to this concept, 
certain game mechanics had w be altered. For 
one, all months are divided into two turns(like 
Afrika Korps) thus adding a more realistic 
approach to thc campaign. 

Tht system of replacement factors works in 
the usual manna except that now a months 
supply will have to last two turns instead of one. 
In September 4l,forexample, tb t  Russlan may 
bring his twelve factors in on the first half but 
wiU receive no additional factors the second 
half. A judicious use of replacement factors is 
criticalin this game. The Rugsian cannot afford 
to throw out 2 3 4 s  and W s  as sacrifice units 
as  freely a s  he did in thc p&. lastly, the game 
length has been txttnded, to  May 1945. This 
may sound Lihan inordinately large numbcr of 
turns (94) but Barbarossa was a long and 
arduous campaign lasting almost four ycars. 
Cutting the p m t  time to a random Bgurt like 
May 43 dotsnZ do  it justice. Many interesting 
and important actions took placedter  this date 
such as the Gtrman offensive at Kursk and thc 
Soviet summer offensive in 1944, to  name but a 
few. 
Richard Drozd 
APO, San Frsncisco 

Ed. Now: lf you try tkis I suggest giving she 
Russians a 4-8-10 replacement rate rather than 
4 4 3 .  With twice as inmy i w ~ s  in rhr early 
stages M i a  WIII be hurting. 

Dear Sir; 
I've rtotivtd wnsiderable comment regard- 

ing my article "Breaking Par" which appeared in 
Vol. 10, No. 5 of the GENERAL. Almost t o  a 
man they exprcssd an inttrest in seeing the 
individual par breakdowns for the various 
planes 1 rated in thatarticle. Thcy folloybelow. 

P b R  BREAKDOWNS 

~ lsa UM HM U A  SP FP PAR 

Possibly the best feature of Richtbofen's War is 
thc ability to draw up n m  tituation~ All that is 
really necessary is to  pick 1-3 machines for aach 
player BUT - and thil is important - the aircraft 
should be fairly c l o ~  in quality or olhUnui% 
even. (Use of the PAR factor would be good if 
the totals a10 doss - a Hnlbrrstndt would be a 
match for either a Nieuport 17 or two DH-2'~)  It 
would bt a little rilrulous - not to mention 
inaccurate historically - to match a Fokker B 7  
against a Nieupoe 11. 

Most important of all, ncw ituations can be an 
enjoyable way of expanding and studying 
"Richthofen'sWar." Not only do new dtuations 
afford wider nstas, but they cm also be a 
laboratory for testing and analyzing aimaft. 
Practical studies (against ''trial balloons"?) are a 
good way of applying what you know, and Imring 
more. It  work^. 

Robtr t  Harmon 
San Francisco. CA 

Dtar Sirs. 
***** 

1 have been playing the OUTDOOR 
SURYWAL game, and h v e  found one or  two 
rule changes whkh seem t o  e n h a c z r h t m l i s r n  
of one of the sctnarios. "RESCUE". 

One basic flaw in the Rescue scenario is that 
the Missing Person (MP) remains in fine shape 
until found by the rescuer. No account 1s taken 
of the very likely Lc t tha t  the MP is inexpcrienc- 
td in woodlore (and hence unable t o  fend lor 
himelf). Also, the Rcscue scenano is not too 
intere~ting whtn played solitaire, since you have 
an unlimited time to find the MP. 

Rather than add a fixed time limit to  the 
game, 1 made on t  rule change which k f s  up the 
scenario. 

Take one of the Life Level Index Charts, and 
same-color6d MP, Water, Food and Li Level 
pi-. Hide the M P per t he scenario. Set the LL 
indices to  maximum. 

Afrer all the playtrshavecomplned one turn, 
roll the die once on Wildernes/Pcmnal  En- 
counter, and set the MPs i n d i m  accordingly. 
When playing solitaire. I. iflore the roll if one or  
two m m t s  up. For two playen, ignore a die roll 
of 1. mnd change GAIN to  LOSE. For 3 players. 
changc all GAIN'S t o  LOSES. "Remain 
Stationary" is ignorad. When found by a player, 
the W i l d e m s  roll is disc on ti nu^ rescuer and 
rescuee encounter the same fortunes from then 
on. Whenfint  found, the rescuer has theoption 
(necessary if the MP's Lift Ltvel is below K) of 
building up the Lift Levels OF the MP by 
sacrificing hi own food and water on a o n d o r -  
one basis, for one turn (the turn of location). 
The two then try t o  walk out at the p w  of the 
slower (as determind by life levels). I aUow the 
sacrifice to  k m a d e  once ontheturnof location: 
others might want t o  allow it to  takx place on 
any turn subgeqwnt to  loat ion,  as many times 
as  desired. If the rescuer and rescue  both 
become incapacitated, other playcrs may aid 
thernas pe r th t  build~ngupoffoodandwater by 
selCsacrifioe. The winner is the last rescuer t o  
also escort all other players incapacitated after 
rescue (plus the MP) off the board. 

Very truly yours, 
Craig Ransom 
Balthore.  Md. 

Dear Sir: 
In the ~ect ion o n  Football Strategy, you 

mtntiooed OOPS Football League in Se~tt lc .  
Unless there's some other nut around the 
country who thinks OOPS is an irreverent way 
to put on the super serious wargaming nuts, 1 
think you meant tomention theOOPS Football 
League which meets monthly during football 
season at my place in Santa Ana. California. 

We play f m t - f s w  only and havc players 
from all over the Los Angeles, Orange. River- 
side and San Bernadino County area. We are 
considering a regional organirarion for next 
year which would make our league more con- 
venient for a greater n u m k  of players, OOPS 
i~ nowin its 5th c o n w t i v e  y a r  of competition. 
with 14 rnembtrs active. 

Plans art already underway which will make 
the 1974 season our  k t  ever, includingrevised 
rules which we hope will indude the use of bot h 
offensive and defensive audibles. Anyone in the 
a r t a  whoisinterestedshouldcontact meassoon 
as  possible. 

Jim Rtilly 
Santa Am,  Ca. 92704 
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1IJU: 0-DAY SUurCT: Division level battle battle f o r  France, 1944 
D-DAY, the 9th game to undergo the One lault that the RGB fails to clearly 

reader's rating in the RBG fared rather show is in the "Completeness of Rules" 
poorly in comparison to its brethren setting category where i t  polled a commendable 
"worse-ever" ratings in the "Physical Quali- 3.09, despite a very loosely worded section 
ty." "Mapboard," "Components" and "Play on SACattacks which the GENERAL'sQues- 
Balance" areas. Although all of these areas tion Box has had to correct. 
were stlll"above averageVtheytendto show The 3 hour playing time shown below is 
a d~ssatisfact~on with the older flat box probably a bit short; a factor caused by 
games which is hard to understand. The people rating the "Length" category in the 
actual physical production of D-DAY is the same terms as the others rather than in 10 
same standard which we utilize for all our minute intervals as instructed. Although a 
games. The only problem we are aware of good German player who defeats the Allies 
with the components is the inclusion of on the beaches will end a game in less than 
corps counters which are not mentioned i n  an hour, one that goes the limit wi l l  more 
the '65 edition of the rules and henm are realistically take 4-5 hours. 
useless. But having "more" counters than 
you need is not really much of a problem. D-"Yo with a cumulative rating of 3.43. 

~h~ negatlue mark was set in the Seems to be fallmg from favor among the 
..play ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ , .  department where hard core in comparison to newer games 
STAL,NGRA~ managed to best it by ,o, of a w ~ t h  more realistic and complicated stepsof 

it is assumed that readers feel play. However. i t  remains a gwd introduc- 

thattheGermancan'twin,Again, aswasthe tory game with few rules problems and as 

case in  ST^^^^^^^^, we feel this is a such is still considered a classic and is used 

mlswnception based on the skill level of the in many cOmpetitivs tournaments. 

players. When played on an expert level the 
Germans stand at least an even chance of 1. 
vlctory Granted, the German side 1s harder 2- 
and a mistake there more costly, but a well 
played game should find the German with at 3- 
least a 50% chanceof wmning, regardlessof 1. 
thesk~l l  level exercised by the Allied player. It 5. 
is all a matter of uslng their advantages to 6, 
the fullest. The lukewarm rating for realism 
is also upsetting but is explained in pan by 
the excellent rating for the "Ease of Un- 8. 
derstanding" category. Realism and 9. 
playability do not often go hand in hand. 10, 

ANZIO: 

Q. Wltur is rhe statking value of Allied 
r~p/rrro>irnr cucmrers:' 
A. One. YO they count against build-up lirn~ts. 
etc., just like regular counters. 

Q- Do the AIIIFS ou~ornaz~(~oNL. pliuliefri~ndlj~ 
ull {he beach hews 1n rhe zulre rhe? invrrde? 
A. No: o~l ly the ones they pass through. 

Q. If I ~ P  Allies s u l ) s ~ q r r ~ ~ ~ t l ~  nwke Jkiendlj 
117ur@ heach herbs m a berrrh-herd arm which 
u l u e ~ d ~  Ires a porr cnunrer. con thpr hrrild up 
rhroug11 rhe~ji ~llirh I ~ P  o r i ~ ~ n u l  (,ounfer? 
A. Yes. wllh one cxce~tion: anv heach zone 

Q, Do purrisan.? need xuppliey? 
A. No. In that respect they are like comman- 
dos. 

WATERLOO: 

Q. Cult r c i n j o m ~ n ~ t u  be hroughhl on in 
"cvlur,~n"svt.lt rkar rhe Cav. Burrs. which enfer 
on I P M  tin June 16th can be placed 8 I~@xes 
,barn rhe eclg@ rven b~fure rhejm mow? 
A. No!!! I f  brought on in column, they would 
start at the first playable whole hex. 

hexes wl11c11 the ~ernlan's pass thrkugh after the 
Allitd invasion turn. Afresh porLcounter would 

RiCHTHOFEN'S WAR: 

be needed to build up through such hexes when Q. Can YOU diw ur owrdives~eed li,hiIeon!1. 

and ifrecaptured rroln tlle~ermans, should the diving n,ilhin )-our mdximurn dive limro? 

Germans do i t  again. thrn another oort counter A. Yes,il's coilsidered an overd~ve (becuuse of 
u ,  

would be required, etc. vclucity), even though the aircrafl is diving 
beyond it& normal dive lalti~udc) limit. 

Q. Whlrt is rhr 117ut~1,i~nr fncror cnsr qf rhe 
,fmr hex uskorefor the AIlres? Q, Wh.v don'r rhe ACC fizures currelure wrh 

A. If it ,, a port throuph ,,,hlch buildull can J~~~~~~~ dara jar aircma?( perfor- 

cotne: one. l f  ii i s ~ l o t a ~ o ~ t ,  rhen it would bethe "'""' 
movemcnt factor coat ol' plain terrain il there 1% A- The ACC data wa7 correlated and 
any, rougll terrain otherwjx.  hi^ is truee5.en jr worked up to include other factors. The Battle 
l h t  road runs through lht  coastal hen. Of data was. e x ~ e d i c n c ~ ,  pullcd from 

course, once a\hore oie could move off a]ong one standard (and qucstionablc) source. 
that road if nothing interferes. Sorry ... 

Q. If a uri~r on a cwruiri r1ve1- 13 arrackiny 
unurl~vr lrnir un fl~ar yome rilmer. ir rhr deJcnder 
clouhl~rl? Hobv ahnuf (1 the atrocher 13 also on a 
secwnd riwr, the rleje~rd~t nor? 
A. In lhc Lrsl instance, unlcav the defender is 
also on amountam. ~t isnotdoubled, evenildue 
to the meanderingolthe river, the two unitsare 
not lrnrnediately adjacent along ~ts course. I n  
the second irlst;lnce, due to the second river, the 
defender would be doubled. 

Q, Suppu~e u unrr b required lo rrlrear 
rhruugh zonm rg cnnrrul, losinr addrrrortul 
slep,t, b~rr 11 (tors nor hove enuugh ~yr~ps. Wo~rlrl 
rhe orrarie~ ger e.1-rra tnoImen7enr as in A V-ll? 
A. No. The unit would be d-lruyed. 

PANZERBLITZ 
Q lsn'r ir rrue rho! !he Turg~r Elcvur~on Tuhle 
is in(~onip1~1r and rhedore ~ ~ r i s l ~ n d i r ~ ~  m u 
"quick 1 efemice'? 
A. Yes. You can add the following to your 
TE-1.: Note A to the Units Firing from Hilltops 
at Ground Level: Note E to Un~ts Firing From 
Hilllops at Slopes; and Note E to Ilnits Firing 
From Sloptu at Hilltopa. 

GUADALCANAL: 
Q. y a r  a ~ ~ ~ p o i ~ t t  all rltr unirs uj one ,rille arc 
~ 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 n u r ~ ~ l .  are all rhc urrirs offire art~tr~*tulared 
lip ro rhot point elin~iuared ulso? 
A. Yes. 
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your own subscrtpt~on for free. On a simlllar 
note. 83% indicated a desire to see more 
variants on the order of the "teyte Gulf" 
feature in Vol. 10. No. 3,Therefore. more wlll 
be forthcoming. The lead artlcle this month 
1s one such. 

The survey revealed that our readers own 
an average of 4.69 nonbattlegamesof which 
only 1 IS from Avalon Hill. The most fre- 
quently mentioned competing lhne was 
Parker Brothers, lollowed by 3M, and Milton 
Bradley. It is hard to fathom Avalon Hill i n  a 
subordinate position to these companies 
among adult garners but i t  ~slikelythat many 
of these games were acquired before the 
indjv~dual became acquainted w ~ t h  Avalon 
Hill and wargames in general. Itsayse lot for 
the varlance of wargamers from the adult 
game market at large Wargamers, as a 
group, seem very uninterested In non- 
wargame titles, although from a strictly 
gamesmansh~p polnt of view many of the 
non-wargames are superior excitement 
generators to mcst wargames. Break~ng i t  
down lunherwefindthat the average reader 
possesses2.24sportsgamesof whichonly 1 
in 9 1s an Avalon H ~ l l  title What iseven more 
p u z l ~ n g  is that the 8 malor "super realistic" 
spons game companies which rate in- 
dividual pro stars in their games controlled a 
very negligible part d the remainder. 
Therefore the bulk of those sports games 
owned by the readersh~p must have been 
television advertrsed items of marginal adult 
gamrng quality, or other lesser games. This 
rs especially disturbing to us as we pride 
ourzelves on the excellence of our sports 
Ilne. However, ~t speaks wel l  for 
BASKETBALL STRATEGY as a futuretltlefor 
although i t  culled only 21% favorable 
response from the GENERAL'S readership- 
the d~vorce 01 wargamers from sports 
garners makes t h ~ s  statistic misleading. The 
21% actually loolrs pretty good when com- 
pared to the2396which our entirespons I ~ n e  
polled To make a long story short, we feel we 
have a pretty good basketball design and WIII 
probably come out wlth i t  sometime this fall. 
The political game lwks even more promis- 
Ing with a 48% affirmative vote We know 
th~sgame will sell well tothe publicat large if 
nearly half our wargame following IS In- 
terested in i t  We are not as enthused about 
the present design we have In the works on 
this subject though so we'lt probably delay 
publication for a year or more whilewework 
on i t  Some more. Back to the old playability- 
realism debate we find the issue still divided, 
but w ~ t h  the playability school galning 
strength on the long end of a 63-37 percen- 
tage breakdown. 

54% of you said you'd bewillingtobuy 3-5 
AH games a year while another 28% opted 
for 6 or more This backs upthettend we've 
foreseen and therefore you can expect in- 
creases in the number of AH tltlas bebng 
released ~n futuremonth$.Thesub]ect ofthe 
PANZERBLITZ expansion klt was less 
successful wlth only 16% opting for the 57 
kit, while 43% went the other extreme for a 
$3 00 kit. Weprobably couldn'tproduce i t  for 
less than $4.00 so will shelf t h ~ s  idea 
temporarbly. 

Back on the subject of the GENERAL, we 
found that 92% ot you were willing to fork 
over another buck to see the GENERAL 
expand to 34 pages. 17% of youeven went so 
tar as a $10 subscr!ptlon prlce, while the 
bulk of you (4G%)favored a S2.00increase to 
$7 00 It is comforting to know that the vast 
malorlty is willing to put up with a price 
increase but i n  an effort to Increase circula- 
tion still further we're going to maintam the 

65.00 prlce and still go ahead with expan- 
$Ion The larger our circulatron: the smaller 
the per issue cost to us. So, if we can gain 
enough addltlonal readers we will actually 
be saving money through this e~pansion. 
Part of thls plan to increase circulation 
~ncludes our first effort tc ,-I1 the magarlne 
on the shelf In hobby shops, Increased 
exposure of this type is a great way for the 
GENERAL to grow and help newcomers 
become aware of the hobby. You can helpus 
by taking your copy down to your local dealer 
and encouraging him to stock the magazlne. 
Tell him he'll have return privileges and to 
contact us d~rect for further details 
Finish~ng up the survey, we find that each 
GENERAL is read by appromimatelv 1 9 peo-- 
ple. Comparatively speaking, this is a rather 
low f~gure so we can't complain too much 
about the sharing of subscriptions. Ap- 
parently people find the price and services 1 

offered beneficial enough towarrant hav~ng I 
their own rather than borrowing a friend's. , 

As for the play balance referendum, we 
were overruled in only one game-that 
berng D-DAY where the majoriry of you give 
the edge to the All~es. However, enough 
d~ssenting votes cast for BLITZKRIEG. 
BULGE, and AFRKA KORPS as to divide the 
issue pretty much in half. so as to say that 
neither side IS clearly favored. 

Elsewhere rn t h ~ s  Issue you'll find news of 
our spring release; 1776. Designed by Ran- 
dall Reed, the creator of RICHTHOFEN'S 
WAR. 1776 encompasses all that a grand 
strategic game should have, and does ~t in a 
way never before attempted. We thlnk thls 
design is revolutlonary in more ways than 
the subject matter A look at the announce- 
ment of the game should glve you an inkling 
of what we mean. Unfortunately, thegame is 
the lirst of our bookcase games to be pro- 
duced without the supporting sleeve: a 
necessary sacrifice to the god of inflailon. 
Although thegamewill still sellfor $10 00, i t  
features our largest (and perhaps most 
carefully deta~ledl mapboard yet. We th~nk 
you'll like it-wecertainly enjoyeddesignlng 
t -.. 

Enotlgh ramblings for this month We 
have to save some surprizes for next tlme. I 
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aclual battle, rhen thcre may hc n desw 
pl,oblem. I wutlld also like tu see combat odds 
calculatcd rnaucha way thar theentire attacking 
force is relevant. Under the conventional 
system, lor example. il the deiendcr has I U  
combat lactors and the atvacker 35. then thc 
prnencc ultht. last 5 attacking factors has no 
eifecl upon lhc probabilily or success. An 
alternate ryytem that also hoa problems is tlleso- 
called attnck superiority system whcrc rather 
thon odds, one conlputes the number o f  excas 
tnctora the allacker has and consults the ap- 
propriatc table. Onc prohlcm with thissystem is 
that atcacks ol 12-10 are rekolvcd under the 
same column ns 3-1. Perhaps there 1% a \elution 
on middle yruund sumewher,e! Finally, the 
ultimate ob.rervation that is clenrly obvious lo  
cvergone is the need lor a playahle limited 
~ntelligence, simultaneous rnvvcmcnl system. 1 
confess that the only system 1 have come up . 
wilh. involvea the use of a computer and 2 
rcmoteterrninols! Well. let rncanncludenmith the 
udvice that if you have round a game or game 
variation (cither v l  your own deslgn or 
o~her\\~lse) that you thoroughly cnjoy plqing, r 
and hnvc no trouble obtaining opponents who 
will regularly u b l ~ g  you: lhcn enjoy - by all ; 
meant: enjoy-and lpnoreall of thosc lruslrnlcd 
sayels or malconte~>t 6 L I  



FOOTBALL STRATEGY was the most 
asked for game this past Xmas season which 
really didn't surprise us. It 's by far the 
favorite of our office personnel and received 
rather poor distribution to the trade due to  
the proliferation of football games on the 
market, It appears that everyone recognizes 
the factthat Avalon Hill isthe leader inbattle 
games but when it comes to  sports, they 
stock the television advertised item even 
though i t  may be an inferior product. This is 
oarticularlv aallina to  us because we honest- 
iy believe b i r s  is the  most exciting gridiron 
game on the market. That's one of the 
reasons we chose FOOTBALL STRATEGYas 
the subject of our Thanksgiving window 
display promotion for Brentano's 5th Ave. 
store in New York. Avalon Hill salesman 
Erwin Lewis (above left) and VP Tom Shaw 
(above right) challenged passersby for a 
week to  "beat the expert" at FOOTBALL 
STRATEGY. For winning, the challenger 
received a free game. AH'S staff of experts 
lived up to  its billing by posting a 42-3 
record during the week and proved that 
FOOTBALL STRATEGY, unlike i ts many im- 
itators, is not a game of luck. 

Back i n  Baltimore the Avalon Hill Football 
Strategy League drew to a close after 14 
weeks and found AH designers R. Reed, T. 
Shaw, and D. Greenwood among the play- 
off contenders. As the play-offs progressed 
and Super Bowf week drew near the league 
drew major newspaper coverage in the 
Baltimore area as the local media picked up 
on the novel idea. Super Bowl week found 
Tom Shaw's Baltimore Colts (1 3-3) facing 

the 14-2 Packers of Don Greenwood's Green 
Bay franchise with the latter triumphant 
22-21 i n  an exciting battle played before 
dozens of mesmerized fans. 

Greenwood received $1 00 plus posses- 
sion of the prized SlCL Super Bowl Trophy 
(below) which is the league's symbol of 
SuDremacv and rotates from winner to 
wiLner each year. Spartan International's 
sponsorship of this league marked the first 
time that Avalon Hill and S.I.C.L. have 
combined i n  a competitional event. The 
league has raised its franchise fees and has 
already sold out for 1974. However, if you 
want to  be put on the waiting list or join a 
similiar league for sister game BASEBALL 
STRATEGY wntact Don Greenwood c/o 
Avalon Hill. 

4 
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Seventy-five Northeastern garners braved 
the weather to  attend Winter Con ll, spon- 
sored by the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology Strategic Games Society and the 
American Wargaming Association 12 
January 1974, on the MIT campus in Cam- 
bridge, Massachusetts. Traveling to  the 
Boston area from as far away as Maine and 
Pennsylvania, the gamers came to  compete 
in events ranging from a single elimination 
Stalingrad tournament to  Diplomacy- Hill (a 
variant crossing Stalingrad's movement and 
combat with Diplomacy's player interaction 
and situation) and Tactics Pi (eight player 
super Blitzkrieg). When the dust had cleared, 
~ a u l  siragusa(of Burlington, CT) had placed 
first i n  Stalingrad. Virtually the entire fourth 
floor of the MIT Student Center had been 
reserved for the use of conventioneers, but 
owing to poor weather that week and to the 
gas crunch i n  the Northeast, total atten- 
dance was below the originally anticipated 
level. Nonetheless, Winter Con II was still 
quite successful, yielding a profit to the 
sponsors and a full day of gaming to all who 
attended. 

A ray of wargaming light is being shed in 
Houston, TX where Ross Callender has 
started his own Interest Group Houston 
which meets every other Friday to  play AH 
games and armor miniatures. For more info 
we suggest you write Ross at his 2601 
Esther, Pasadena, TX 77502 address. 

THE GENERAL 
Cincinnati gamers have a mini-conon the 

2nd Saturday of every odd month at the 
University of Cincinnati Tangeman Student 
Center. Admission if $1 .OO for the next 
meeting which wil l  be held May I l t h  from 
noon to 10 P.M. For additional information 
contact Jack Hesselbrock at his 31 1 Miami 
Valley Dr., Loveland, OH 451 40 address. 

Many of you are ordering parts from out- 
dated parts lists and as a result are receiving 
credit slips in return. Check the following 
items off any parts lists you currently 
possess: 1914 mobil ization pads; 
BISMARCK pads; GUADALCANAL pads; 
C&O/B&O boards; 1914 allied counters; 
JUTLAND German counters; ANZlO 
counters; and boxes for both U-BOAT and 
BISflARCK. All of these items have recently 
sold out and are no longer available. 

Most of our readers took the correct 
strategic course i n  Contest No. 59's AKRIECA 
KORPS situation but many lost out due to 
faulty tactical placement. The solution was 
to capture both German supply units. Thus, 
all the axis units are attacked at 1-6 odds 
while the 41 X7 and 7AX1 units capture the 
German supply units and evacuate them out 
to  sea via Tobruch, expending their own 2 
supply units i n  the process. This leaves Axis 
combat units adjacent to  7AX1 without 
benefit of supplies, forcing them to withdraw 
or perish i n  their turn. Although Ariete can 
slip to G23 and units on  H25 can move to  
G24, the 1 5th Panzer and Pavia cannot get 
away and wil l  be eliminated. Although isola- 
tion is not yet in force if the Geman receives 
supplies that turn, the Allies can easily 
complete the isolation of the Axis pocket 
wi th 4123 and the Carpathians while 7AX1 
and 7X7SG move westward to keep Savena 
and German supplies at bay, thus dooming 
the remaining German units. 

Although 60% of the entries correctly 
went after the exposed German supplies, 
approximately 80% of these ruined their 
chances wi th faulty tactical placement. A 
drawing had to be held to  determine the 
winners from the remainder. Those sur- 
viving the luck of the draw were: J. Cox, Flat 
River, MO;N.Topolnicki. Baltimore, MD; 6. 
Kindig, Davenport, IA; M. Gilmartin, 
Olmstead Falls, OH; E. McKenna, Mt. Plea- 
sant, MI; D. Parshall, Wilmington, DE; T. 
Hertz, Bremerton, WA; K. Neill, Iowa City, 14. 
T. Kuhn, Indianapolis, IN; and G. Rubin, 
Ithica, NY. 
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